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Abstract
Trichechus manatus (West Indian manatee), especially
T. m. latirostris, the Florida subspecies, has been the focus of
conservation efforts and extensive research since its listing
under the Endangered Species Act of 1973. To determine the
status of, and severity of threats to, the Florida manatee, a
comprehensive revision and update of the manatee Core Biological Model was completed and used to perform a population viability analysis for the Florida manatee. The probability
of the Florida manatee population falling below 500 adults
on either the Gulf or East coast within the next 100 years was
estimated to be 0.42 percent. This risk of quasi-extinction is
low because the estimated adult survival rates are high, the
current population size is greater than 2,500 on each coast, and
the estimated carrying capacity for manatees is much larger
than the current abundance estimates in all four regions of
Florida. Three threats contribute in roughly equal measures
to the risk of quasi-extinction: watercraft-related mortality, red-tide mortality, and loss of warm-water habitat. Only
an increase in watercraft-related mortality has the potential
to substantially increase the risk of quasi-extinction at the
statewide or coastal level. Expected losses of warm-water
habitat are likely to cause a major change in the distribution of
the population from the regions where manatees rely heavily on power plant effluents for warmth in winter (Southwest
and Atlantic regions) to the regions where manatees primarily
use natural springs in winter (Northwest and Upper St. Johns
regions). The chances are nearly 50 percent that manatee populations in the Southwest and Atlantic regions will
decrease from their 2011 levels by at least 30 percent over the
next century.
A large number of scenarios were examined to explore
the possible effects of potential emerging threats, and in most
of them, the risk of quasi-extinction at the coastal scale within
100 years did not rise above 1 percent. The four exceptions
are scenarios in which the rate of watercraft-related mortality
increases, carrying capacity is only a fraction of the current
estimates, a new chronic source of mortality emerges, or
U.S. Geological Survey.
Natural Systems Analysts, Inc.
3
Florida Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission.
1
2

multiple threats emerge in concert. Even in these scenarios,
however, the risk of falling below 500 adults on either the East
coast or the Gulf coast within 100 years from 2011 is less than
10 percent. High adult survival provides the population with
strong resilience to a variety of current and future threats. On
the basis of these analyses, we conclude that if these threats
continue to be managed effectively, manatees are likely to
persist on both coasts of Florida and remain an integral part
of the coastal Florida ecosystem through the 21st century. If
vigilance in management is reduced, however, the scenarios in
which manatees could face risk of decline become more likely.

Introduction
Trichechus manatus Linnaeus (West Indian manatee) is
a marine mammal endemic to the southeastern United States,
the Greater and Lesser Antilles, the eastern coast of Mexico
and Central America, and the northeastern coast of South
America (Lefebvre and others, 2001). It was listed as endangered as part of the original enactment of the U.S. Endangered
Species Act of 1973, as amended (ESA; 16 U.S.C. §1531 et
seq.). In 2016, the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) proposed reclassification of the West Indian manatee from endangered to threatened (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2016). To
provide information during the preparation of the proposed
rule, an interim status and threats assessment for manatees in
Florida was published (Runge and others, 2015); this report
augments and completes that analysis.

Background
Manatees are long-lived, large mammals in the Order
Sirenia (Family Trichechidae) found in shallow tropical and
subtropical coastal waters and freshwater rivers of three continents, including North America, South America, and Africa.
The West Indian manatee consists of two subspecies: Trichechus manatus latirostris (Florida manatee), which occurs
in coastal and freshwater systems of the southeastern United
States, and Trichechus manatus manatus (Antillean manatee),
which except for a population in Puerto Rico, occurs outside
the United States (Lefebvre and others, 2001). This report
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focuses on the status of Florida manatees.
The primary threats to Florida manatees, as identified in
the most recent recovery plan, are collisions with watercraft,
potential loss of warm-water refuges, and coastal development (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001). Since the early
1970s, however, the population of Florida manatees appears
to have grown considerably. A 2011–12 survey estimated the
abundance to be 6,350 animals (95% confidence interval,
5,310–7,390) (Martin and others, 2015). In 2007, a status
and threats assessment was conducted which confirmed that
watercraft-related mortality and loss of warm-water refuges represent the largest threats to manatee persistence; the
assessment also provided a quantitative estimate of the risk of
extinction (Runge and others, 2007b). This assessment was
integrated into the 5-year status review conducted by U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS; 2007) in which FWS recommended downlisting the species to threatened.
Since 2007, substantial improvements to the monitoring and analysis of Florida manatee life-history parameters
have been achieved (Langtimm, 2009; Kendall and others,
2012; Kendall and others, 2013; Peñaloza and others, 2014;
Langtimm and others, 2016). New assessments of manatee
carrying capacity have been conducted (Provancha and others,
2012; M.C. Runge, USGS and C.J. Deutsch, Florida Fish and
Wildlife Research Institute [FWRI], written commun., 2017),
and a new aerial survey method for estimating abundance has
been developed (Martin and others, 2015). At the same time,
a cluster of puzzling events has occurred: severe cold-related
mortality of Florida manatees in the winters of 2009–10 and
2010–11, an intense red-tide mortality event in the Southwest
region in 2013, and a mortality event of unknown cause that
began in Brevard County in 2012. In addition, during 2010–
16, three power plants on the Atlantic coast that provide warm
water to manatees have been demolished and rebuilt.
The basis of status assessment under the ESA is an evaluation of the five factors identified in section 4(a)(1) of the statute (habitat loss, overutilization, disease or predation, inadequacy of existing regulatory mechanisms, and other natural or
manmade factors). As noted by Runge and others (2007b), one
of the challenges in a five-factor analysis is understanding how
the threats interact. In this report, we continue the practice
of using an overarching quantitative definition of risk—the
probability of quasi-extinction (Morris and Doak, 2002)—as
a measure of status that reflects the statutory language in the
ESA (Runge and others, 2007b; Runge and others, 2015).
Using the probability of quasi-extinction as a metric can integrate the threats identified by the five factors, quantify their
relative effects, and provide an understanding of the trade-offs
among them. To estimate the probability of quasi-extinction, a
population model was needed that is designed to forecast the
dynamics of the population, taking into account the species’
life history, available demographic information, forecasts of
threats and how they affect vital rates and carrying capacity,
environmental variability, and uncertainty about the dynamics
and parameter estimates.

Previous Modeling Efforts
There has been an evolution of methods to forecast
population dynamics for West Indian manatees. In this report,
the focus is on the development of the methods for describing the Florida manatee population, which has been studied
extensively. Only one effort has been undertaken to predict
the viability of the Antillean manatee across its range (Castelblanco-Martínez and others, 2012).
Three early efforts were made to model the Florida
manatee population. Packard (1985) developed a deterministic, age-structured model of manatee dynamics to estimate the
population growth rate and analyze its uncertainty. Eberhardt
and O’Shea (1995) undertook a similar effort with updated
information; their model was used in the development of the
quantitative recovery criteria in the Manatee Recovery Plan
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001). Both of these efforts
were deterministic and essentially retrospective in that they
relied on life-history parameters estimated over the previous decades and did not make a specific attempt to forecast
the future. Marmontel and others (1997) developed the first
predictive population viability analysis (PVA) for Florida
manatees, relying on available software (VORTEX) to build
a stochastic, age-structured model. There was a methodological error, however, in the way in which Marmontel and others
(1997) estimated survival rates, which rendered their forecasts
unreliable (Runge and others, 2004).
In 2002, the research arm of the Florida Fish and Wildlife
Conservation Commission (FWC) developed a PVA, again
using VORTEX (Florida Marine Research Institute, 2002).
This model included age structure, environmental and demographic stochasticity, three types of catastrophes (virulent
disease, red-tide mortality, cold), and density-dependent reproductive rates. The model treated the population in Florida as
a metapopulation consisting of the four regions that FWS and
FWC use as management units (Northwest [NW], Upper St.
Johns River [USJ], Atlantic [AT], and Southwest [SW]). The
regions were connected by dispersal rates, and there was positive correlation in the environmental variation among them.
The initial population size was established from the 2001
synoptic aerial survey. Survival rates were estimated from
mark‒recapture analysis of data from the Manatee Individual
Photo-identification System (MIPS). The model employed
estimates of carrying capacity that were simply set at twice
the initial population size. The model did not include parametric uncertainty. Sixteen scenarios were considered under a
combination of hypotheses about whether survival rates and
carrying capacity would stay stable or decrease. This population model had many of the components that were desired, but
the constraints of using a modeling package prevented all of
the desired elements from being included.
The basis of present-day modeling for Florida manatees
began with a stage-structured, deterministic model (Runge and
others, 2004) informed by mark-recapture estimates of survival (Langtimm and others, 2004) and reproduction (Kendall
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and others, 2004) for the four regions. The stage structure,
rather than age structure, allowed us to better capture the lifehistory dynamics of female manatees. Although the purpose of
this model was to estimate historical population growth rates
in the four regions, it was structured to allow development into
a stochastic, forecasting model.
In 2003, FWS undertook an assessment under the Marine
Mammal Protection Act (MMPA) to evaluate the effect of
take1 from watercraft activities on Florida manatees. As
part of this rulemaking, a population model was developed
that extended the structure of Runge and others (2004) to
allow forecasting and the evaluation of incidental lethal take
(Runge, 2003)2. The incidental-take model combined advances
from Runge and others (2004) and Florida Marine Research
Institute (2002) and augmented them. This model separately
tracked females and males and was the first manatee PVA
model to include parametric uncertainty. It included two types
of catastrophic stochasticity (virulent disease and red-tide
mortality); the third type (cold), used in an earlier model, was
coupled to the distributions that represented environmental
stochasticity. Like Florida’s 2002 PVA, this model used the
2001 synoptic counts as the initial population size and kept
track of the four regions separately. Carrying capacity in each
of the four regions, currently and forecast over time, was
estimated by an expert panel in 2002. Two mechanisms were
used for density dependence: a reduction in reproductive rates
as a population increased toward its carrying capacity and
additional mortality in cold years when the population size
exceeded the carrying capacity. Finally, this model introduced
the concept of the fraction of mortality owing to a particular
threat (watercraft-related mortality) and estimated it using data
from the State’s carcass salvage and necropsy program.
In 2006, the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) and FWC
scientists worked together to develop the Core Biological
Model (CBM). The idea was to have a common core modeling framework for Florida manatees that could be used by
multiple agencies for a variety of assessment purposes. The
2006 version of the Core Biological Model is now referred to
as “CBM version 2” (CBMv2); it was a direct extension of the
incidental take model of Runge (2003), which is now referred
to as “CBMv1.” The second version of the CBM was first used
to evaluate Florida manatees with respect to Florida’s imperiled species classification criteria (Haubold and others, 2006).
Soon after, the findings were applied to assign an updated
International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN)
Red List category to T. manatus and its Florida subspecies
(Deutsch and others, 2008). The core structure and parameters
of CBMv1 and CBMv2 were mostly the same. The differences
were in technical aspects of the coding; CBMv2 introduced
parallelism across scenarios, which increased the power to
Under the MMPA, “take” means “to harass, hunt, capture, kill, or attempt
to harass, hunt, capture, or kill any marine mammal” (16 USC §1362(13)).
1

2
Note that development of the deterministic model of Runge and others
(2004) preceded development of the predictive model of Runge (2003); the
publication of the two works was reversed in time.

describe the effects of factors being tested. Also, CBMv1 and
CBMv2 differed in which fractions of mortality they could
accommodate because the methods for analyzing fractions of
mortality were still in development.
In 2007, FWS conducted a 5-year review of the status of
the West Indian manatee, as required under section 4(c)(2)(A)
of the ESA (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2007). To inform
this evaluation, a new version of the CBM was developed and
fully documented, CBMv3 (Runge and others, 2007a). The
core structure and parameters in CBMv3 were the same as in
CBMv2. The new features produced the ability to run a much
wider range of scenarios, including the flexibility to adjust the
fraction of mortality associated with watercraft, warm-water
loss, red tide, water-control structures, and entanglement.
New Bayesian methods were developed to analyze the carcass
necropsy data and estimate the fractions of mortality associated
with various causes of death. A comparative threats analysis
was undertaken with CBMv3 to investigate the individual and
combined effects of various threats on quasi-extinction (Runge
and others, 2007b).
In 2009, USGS scientists developed a new version of the
CBM (CBMv4) designed to estimate the optimum sustainable
population level for Florida manatees, a quantity relevant to
assessment under the Marine Mammal Protection Act. Again,
the core structure and parameters remained unchanged from
CBMv3, but additional capability for systematically evaluating
the effects of anthropogenic take was added. As of 2017, work
on this application has not been finished or published.
In 2011, FWS began the process of a new 5-year review,
and USGS and FWC scientists worked together to update
the CBM (CBMv5). This involved substantial changes to the
structure of the model, as well as a comprehensive review of all
parameters (Runge and others, 2015). The structural changes
included recognition of three types of years with respect to
winter severity (normal, cold, severely cold); classification of
warm-water carrying capacity into four types (high-quality,
medium-quality natural, medium-quality industrial, and
low-quality); expansion of the density-dependent mechanism
associated with warm-water limitation to separate the effects
on calves, subadults, and adults; development of two alternative behavioral rules for distribution of manatees among
warm-water sites (thermal quality selection, ecological trap);
and more flexibility in the treatment of red-tide mortality
events. Nearly all of the parameters in the model were updated
with data that were available through the end of 2012. A new
mark-recapture model that reduced bias and increased precision
was used to estimate adult survival rate (Kendall and others,
2013; Langtimm and others, 2016), and a new, formal expert
elicitation process for estimating warm-water carrying capacity was undertaken during 2011–12 (M.C. Runge, USGS and
C.J. Deutsch, FWRI, written commun., 2017). The preliminary
results of this interim modeling effort were provided to FWS in
January 2013, but work on the 5-year review and publication of
the results were halted because of spending cuts stipulated by
the Budget Control Act of 2011 (Publ. L.112–25). These results
were eventually published in 2015 (Runge and others, 2015).
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Current Questions
At the time when results from CBMv5 were generated
(late in 2012), there were some emerging questions about
recent manatee mortality events in Florida. Severe cold-mortality events occurred in the winters of 2009–10 and 2010–11
(Barlas and others, 2011). Extensive loss of seagrass habitat
occurred in the Indian River Lagoon in Brevard County, Fla.,
(AT region) in 2011 and 2012 (Phlips and others, 2015); a
manatee unusual mortality event (UME), possibly associated
with the seagrass loss and subsequent dietary change, peaked
in this same area in 2013. Also in 2013, in the SW region,
there was an unprecedented level of manatee mortality caused
by red tide. None of these events were easily explained by
previous data or model scenarios, and scientists and resource
managers were thus unable to determine their relevance for the
current and future status of Florida manatees. During 2012–13,
a means of answering these questions was not available using
the CBM because (1) the events were so recent that their
effects had not yet appeared in the monitoring data and (2)
the structure of the CBM did not allow formal evaluation of
the questions that were being asked. The version of the CBM
described in this report (CBMv6) was developed to incorporate the most recent information (data available as of September 2016) and to add additional capability to investigate the
potential effects of what may be emerging threats.
With regard to the cold-related mortality events of
2009–10 and 2010–11, the importance of these events depends
on the underlying causal mechanisms. We propose four
hypotheses. (1) Those two winters were just back-to-back cold
or severely cold years affecting a population that is larger than
it once was. Thus, a large number of animals died because
the population was larger; this represents normal variation in
mortality that is already captured in the CBM. (2) Those two
winters represent density-dependent cold-related mortality of
the kind posited in the CBM when the population reaches or
exceeds carrying capacity during cold years. This would indicate that the carrying capacity was approached or exceeded.
(3) Those two winters were out-of-the-ordinary severely cold
events, inducing density-independent mortality because they
caught animals away from their preferred warm-water habitat,
and the ramifications were felt through a reduction in population size. (In the CBM, this hypothesis differs from hypothesis
1 in that it forces all animals to be exposed to severe cold in
the first 2 years of the simulation). (4) Those two winters were
harbingers of much more frequent severe cold in the future.
This hypothesis is similar to hypothesis 1 as an explanation for
those two mortality events but differs in terms of the expectations for future events. We developed scenarios in the CBM to
compare these four hypotheses.
With regard to the red-tide mortality event in the SW
in 2013, two questions arise. Are we observing a separate
class of red-tide mortality (an “intense” red tide year) or was
2013 within the range of previous red-tide mortality years?
Is the frequency of red-tide mortality increasing? From these

questions, we developed four hypotheses and four corresponding scenarios to compare them. (1) There are only two classes
of years with regard to red-tide mortality (background-level
years, red-tide years), and the frequency in the future will be
the same as in the recent past. (2) There are three classes of
years (background, moderate red tide, intense red tide), but
the future frequency will be the same as in the past. (3) There
are two classes of years, but the frequency of red-tide mortality will be elevated in the future. (4) There are three classes
of years, and the frequency of moderate and intense red-tide
mortality will increase in the future.
The events taking place in the Indian River Lagoon (IRL)
raise questions concerning the mechanisms by which manatees
have been affected and might be affected in the future. One
hypothesis is that the loss of seagrass brought about by local
environmental changes (Phlips and others, 2015) has reduced
the availability of this primary food for manatees. Manatees
subsequently shifted their diet and have succumbed to mortality causes currently under investigation, but surviving animals
will avoid this area in the future (thus producing a short-lived
mortality event and a long-term reduction in regional carrying capacity). An alternate hypothesis is that the IRL event
represents a density- and stage-independent mortality event,
but the signals attracting manatees to the IRL remain, producing a long-term ecological trap that could result in chronic
annual mortality in the future. Other hypotheses are possible;
we focused on evaluating the chronic mortality hypothesis as a
worst-case explanation.
In addition to addressing these particular questions that
have arisen from recent mortality events, we have undertaken
a full quantitative threats analysis, as we have in the past
(Runge and others, 2007b; Runge and others, 2015), including
investigation of a number of scenarios concerning watercraftrelated mortality, rate of loss of warm-water capacity provided
by spring flows, and persistence of industrial warm-water
effluents.

Methods
The basis of the assessment in this report is a comparative population viability analysis. This involves forecasting
the Florida manatee population and evaluating the risk of
quasi-extinction under scenarios that differ in the presence and
level of various threats while accounting for process variation
(environmental, catastrophic, and demographic stochasticity),
as well as parametric and structural uncertainty. The model
structure and the methods for estimating the parameters are
mostly unchanged from earlier versions of the CBM (Runge
and others, 2007a; Runge and others, 2015); the largest
changes are in the flexibility to run a large range of scenarios.
The CBM is written and executed in the MATLAB programming environment (MathWorks, Inc., version R2012b, https://
www.mathworks.com/).
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Model Structure
The manatee Core Biological Model version 6 (CBMv6)
is a stage-based projection model for Florida manatees, incorporating stochasticity, density dependence, long-term change
in carrying capacity, and parametric uncertainty. The model
tracks manatees in the four geographic regions of Florida
(NW, USJ, AT, and SW) separately and does not account for
movement between them. (Although dispersal is known to
occur among the regions, the rates of dispersal are low [Reid
and others, 1991; Deutsch and others, 2003]). The overarching aspects of the structure of the model are described here;
for mathematical details, see Runge and others (2007a). New
features in CBMv6 are described in detail in later sections of
this report.
Previous versions of the CBM used an annual cycle
based on the calendar year (January 1 to December 31). In
the current version, the CBM was restructured to an annual
year beginning at the start of the winter monitoring period
(December 1 to November 30). This pre-winter, rather than
mid-winter, break between years was motivated by the new
survival rate methods that include the use of auxiliary sightings (Kendall and others, 2013), but it also more naturally
encompasses the seasonal threats experienced by manatees
and thus provides a better structure to estimate survival (see
“Survival Rates” in the “Methods” section) and mortality (see
“Fractions of Mortality” in the “Methods” section).

Stage Structure
The CBM classifies and tracks manatees in 10 life-history
stages. Immature animals (calves and subadults) are classified by age and sex, adult females are classified by reproductive conditions, and adult males are pooled into a single class
(fig. 1). The transitions between stages are governed by survival (si) and reproductive (γi) parameters. The rationale and
details of the stage classes are described by Runge and others
(2007a). Note that first-year calves (0.5 years old) are not
tracked separately in the model because they are considered a
unit with the mother; animals appear in the model as secondyear calves (1.5 years old).

Environmental Stochasticity
The conditions in the near shore environment in Florida
show annual variation, which results in annual variation in the
survival and reproductive rates of manatees (Langtimm and
others, 2004). In the CBM, three types of annual variation are
included: normal annual variation in survival and reproductive
rates, rare catastrophic events, and special events (red tide,
cold).
Normal annual variation is modeled with temporal
variation in the survival and reproductive rates, sampled from
logit-normal probability distributions. All of the survival rates
within a region are assumed to vary together with perfect

correlation (so that a bad year for calves is also a bad year for
adults, albeit with different variances). All of the breeding rates
within a region are assumed to vary together with perfect correlation. The sets of survival and breeding rates are not assumed
to vary together, but a correlation between them can be specified. Environmental variation in survival rates and reproductive
rate among regions is assumed to be uncorrelated.
Catastrophes occur randomly with a given frequency
(each year is treated as a Bernoulli trial); when they occur, they
reduce the survival and reproductive rates proportionally by a
substantial magnitude. The occurrence of catastrophes is not
correlated with the normal annual variation.
The occurrence of red tide is treated as a generalized
Bernoulli distribution with three possible classes (background,
moderate, intense), each with its own frequency and magnitude
of manatee mortality. In addition, in a red-tide year (moderate
or intense), a multiplicative reduction in the reproductive rates
occurs. The CBM allows for the occurrence of red tide to be
correlated among the three regions in which it occurs (NW, AT,
SW); this is implemented by generating a three-dimensional
Gaussian copula with the desired linear correlation matrix. The
three marginal distributions of the copula are uniform (0,1) and
are used with the red-tide frequencies to determine the type of
year in each region.
Likewise, the classification of years with regard to cold is
also treated as a generalized Bernoulli distribution with three
possible classes (normal, cold, severely cold), each with its
own frequency. Cold and severely cold years produce densitydependent and density-independent effects on mortality, which
are described in more detail in the section on “Mechanisms for
Density Dependence.” The CBM allows the occurrence of cold
years to be correlated among the four regions; this is implemented by generating a four-dimensional Gaussian copula
with the desired linear correlation matrix. The four marginal
distributions of the copula are uniform (0,1) and are used with
the cold-year frequencies to determine the type of year in each
region. Red tide and cold are not correlated with each other,
neither within a region across years nor across regions.

Demographic Stochasticity
Demographic stochasticity is the variation that is generated by chance events that occur for individual animals (Lande,
1993). For example, the number of third-year males that
survive in a given year is drawn from a binomial distribution
with success probability equal to the year-specific survival rate
for third-year males. The effect of demographic stochasticity
is most pronounced for small population sizes. In the CBM,
demographic stochasticity is applied to all the life-history
transitions (survival events, reproductive events, and the sex of
each calf), using binomial distributions, independently for each
class in the model. In addition, any time the model requires
animals to be distributed among stages, classes, or habitats,
a multinomial or multivariate hypergeometric distribution is
used; the added variance that results is a form of demographic
stochasticity.
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Figure 1. Life-history stages and transitions for the manatee population model. Sex- and stage-specific survival (s) and reproductive
(γ) rates govern the transition between stages. Females (♀) and males (♂) are separately accounted for in the model. Calves enter the
population model as separate entities at 1.5 years; until that time they are counted as part of the female-with-calf pair. (The 0.5-year
stage is shown for completeness but is not tracked separately in the model)

Parametric Uncertainty
An important feature of the CBM since its inception
has been the distinction between parametric uncertainty and
environmental variation (McGowan and others, 2011), and the
appropriate inclusion of both. One of the major limitations of
the PVA software packages is the inability to properly include
parametric uncertainty; this was one of the motivations for
creating the original CBM in a custom programming environment. Nearly every parameter in the CBM is sampled from
a probability distribution that represents uncertainty in our
knowledge. This sampling is done at the beginning of each
replicate but not for each year within the replicate, so that
each replicate simulation represents a possible combination
of parameters describing manatee dynamics. In most cases,

the probability distributions used to describe uncertainty are
the natural distributions for the parameter in question. For
example, uncertainty in survival rates and reproductive rates is
modeled with a logit-normal distribution, which confines the
rates to the interval (0,1). Uncertainty in the temporal variance
of survival rates is modeled with a chi-square distribution,
and the frequencies of the three classes of red-tide years are
sampled from a Dirichlet distribution (the multivariate analog
of the beta distribution). Details can be found in Runge and
others (2007a). One important addition to CBMv6 is the treatment of the initial population size as an uncertain quantity,
which is sampled from a log-normal distribution for the NW,
AT, and SW regions and a uniform distribution for the USJ
region.
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Mechanisms for Density Dependence
Florida manatees are found at the northern end of the
range of West Indian manatees, and winter temperatures in
Florida frequently approach levels that cause physiological stress (Bossart and others, 2002). Thus, one of the major
limiting factors for manatee population growth is presumed
to be the availability of warm-water refugia with food available nearby during the winter months (U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service, 2001; Laist and Reynolds, 2005b). The CBM contains
two mechanisms for generating density dependence in lifehistory parameters; both are conditional on winter carrying
capacity. First, the reproductive rates decrease as the post-winter population size (after removal of animals owing to coldrelated mortality) approaches the carrying capacity, where here
carrying capacity is the sum of the capacities associated with
high-quality natural, medium-quality natural, and mediumquality industrial warm-water habitats. The density-dependent
reproductive rate is given by

where

β
⎛
⎛Ν⎞ ⎞
γ (Ν ) = γ 0 ⎜ 1 − α ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎝Κ⎠ ⎠
⎝

(1)

N
K

is the post-winter population size in a region,
is the sum of the warm-water capacities for
that region,
α
is the fraction by which reproduction is
reduced when the population is at its
carrying capacity,
β		 controls how close the population size has
to be to K before the density-dependent
effects are felt, and
γ0
is the reproductive rate at low population
density.

The second mechanism for density dependence involves
27 differential mortality rates for calves, subadults, or adults
in high-, medium-, or low-quality warm-water habitats, during normal, cold, or severely cold years. The mortality rates
increase as animals are forced from high- to medium- to
low-quality habitat and as the severity of the winter increases.
CBMv6 provides three alternative behavioral rules to describe
how manatees distribute among high-, medium-, and lowquality warm-water habitats as population size or carrying
capacity changes: (1) the thermal quality selection rule3
(similar to the site pre-emption rule of Rodenhouse and others,
1997), in which high-quality sites fill first, then medium-quality sites (both natural and industrial), and finally low-quality
sites; (2) an ecological trap rule (Schlaepfer and others, 2002),
in which industrial sites fill first, then high-quality natural
sites, then medium-quality natural sites, and finally lowquality sites; and (3) a historical distribution rule, in which
3
This was referred to incorrectly as the “ideal despotic rule” by Runge and
others (2015).

manatees fill the types of warm-water habitat in proportion to
historical distribution among those types.
Governing both of these mechanisms of density dependence are estimates of regional carrying capacity, where
carrying capacity is understood to be the number of manatees
that can find suitable winter habitat, taking into account the
thermal characteristics of the sites, the availability of food
nearby, and the behavior of manatees. During 2011‒12, an
expert panel was convened to estimate the current regional
carrying capacities for manatees and to forecast those carrying
capacities over the next 100 years (M.C. Runge, USGS and
C.J. Deutsch, FWRI, written commun., 2017). Before providing estimates of carrying capacity, the panel discussed how to
structure the warm-water capacity model. First, they expressed
a desire to distinguish four types of warm-water habitat:
(1) high-quality sites, which include first-order natural springs;
(2) medium-quality natural sites, which include smaller
springs and other sources of warm water, such as passive thermal basins (Laist and Reynolds, 2005a); (3) medium-quality
industrial sites, which are produced by warm-water effluent
from power-generating stations; and (4) low-quality sites,
which attract manatees at some times during the winter but
which do not provide enough warmth for manatees to survive
cold spells. Second, for each region, the panel sketched out the
shape of the function that best represented what they thought
would occur over time to the capacities associated with highand medium-quality habitats (fig. 2). For example, in the NW
region, there is an expectation that warm-water capacity at
springs (both high- and medium-quality habitat) will decline
exponentially over time owing to reduction in spring flow, and
industrial warm-water habitat will disappear abruptly at some
point in the future (there is only one power-generating facility
in the NW). Third, a formal process of elicitation was undertaken to estimate the parameters for the models depicted in
figure 2, taking account of uncertainty (see “Carrying Capacity” in the “Methods” section).

Parameter Estimation
As noted previously, in this update to the CBM, nearly
all of the parameter estimates were revisited because new data
were available, new methods of analysis had been developed,
or new insights were needed from experts. All the information
available as of September 2016 was used.

Survival Rates
Adult survival rates were estimated from mark-resighting
data in the interagency MIPS database using the Barker
closed-population robust design (Barker/RD; Kendall and
others, 2013) run in the program MARK (White and Burnham, 1999). For NW, USJ, AT, data processing was complete
through the 2014 sampling season (winter 2013–14); for the
SW region, data processing was complete through the 2015
sampling season. Two covariates (red tide, cold) were tested
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Figure 2. Models for Florida manatee carrying capacity as a function of time for four regions in Florida: A, Northwest; B, Upper St.
Johns; C, Southwest; and D, Atlantic. The graphs show the functions used to project carrying capacity for high-quality warm-water
habitat, medium-quality natural warm-water habitat, and medium-quality industrial warm-water habitat. The region-specific functions
are described by the following parameters: KH, initial capacity in high-quality habitat; KM, initial capacity in medium-quality, natural
habitat; KI, initial capacity in medium-quality industrial habitat; f, long-term fraction of carrying capacity provided by spring flow
retained; t1/2, half-life of carrying capacity loss associated with declines in spring flow; c, mid-point of industrial warm-water loss; m,
slope of industrial warm-water loss. In the Northwest and Upper St. Johns regions, the long-term fraction of KM retained is the same as
for KH.

for their effect on adult survival; if the effects were significant,
we developed baseline survival estimates from the models
that included those effects (see next two paragraphs). For
each region, the estimated annual survival rates (in the years
without a red tide or cold effect) were used to calculate the
baseline mean survival rate, and all estimated annual survival
rates were used to calculate the temporal variance (Burnham
and others, 1987). Although all available data were used to
estimate survival, the last several annual survival rates are not
estimable owing to bias at the end of the time series (Peñaloza
and others, 2014; C.A. Langtimm, USGS, written commun.,
2017).

Red-tide covariate. In order to test for effects of red
tide on survival in the SW region, we developed a red-tide
covariate for each year, based on the spatial extent, duration,
intensity, and temporal relevance to manatees of red-tide
blooms (Landsberg and others, 2009). After review of relevant red-tide data in the Florida Fish and Wildlife Research
Institute (FWRI) Harmful Algal Bloom Monitoring Database, four criteria stood out as major factors in the expected
lethal exposure of manatees in the SW: (1) whether red tide
came inshore in three or more manatee foraging areas, (2)
whether red tide remained inshore for greater than or equal to
(≥) 100 days, (3) whether average daily maximum Karenia
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brevis (the dinoflagellate responsible for red tides) cell counts
exceeded 106 cells per liter, and (4) whether the red-tide event
occurred in winter or spring when manatees regularly move
between warm water and foraging areas. On the basis of these
criteria, we included a red-tide covariate for five years (2002,
2003, 2005, 2006, and 2012) in the survival analysis for the
SW. Two additional years (1996, 2013) also met these criteria
but were not included in the survival analysis because of insufficient data for estimation.
Cold covariate. We developed a measure of the cumulative severity of a winter from the standpoint of a manatee,
using a heating-degree-days metric relevant to manatee cold
stress and mortality as a covariate for survival analysis (C.A.
Langtimm, USGS, written commun., 2017; see also “Effects
of Cold”). On the basis of this criterion, four years (1996,
2001, 2003, 2011) were identified as cold years in the AT
region, and one (2010) was identified as a severely cold year
in the AT region (see “Frequency and Magnitude of ColdRelated Mortality”).
Calf survival rates. Manatee calves typically do not have
enough scars or markings to allow them to be individually
identified through MIPS, so their survival rates cannot be
estimated using mark-recapture methods. In the earlier years
of monitoring at the small aggregation in the USJ region, however, close observation from a canoe or kayak allowed observers to reliably identify calves by their shape, subtle markings,
behavior, and associations with known adult females, providing data to reliably estimate calf survival (Langtimm and
others, 2004). As in earlier versions of the CBM, first- and
second-year calf survival rates were estimated for the NW, AT,
and SW regions by comparison to the USJ region (Runge and
others, 2004); beginning with CBMv5, however, the ratio of
calf to adult mortality in USJ (rather than the ratio of calf to
adult survival) was used to scale the corresponding ratio in the
other regions.
Subadult survival rates. Similarly, few third- and
fourth-year subadults have acquired unique identification
scars for photo-identification and analysis. In the early USJ
study, however, no difference in survival was found between
subadults and adults (Langtimm and others, 2004). In the
previous versions of the CBM, strict criteria for the adult class
were maintained by excluding small, independent individuals
that might have been subadults. We now think those animals
are likely to be younger adults, and excluding them from the
survival analysis could bias survival estimates toward older,
experienced adults. Beginning with this revision of the CBM,
we have pooled adults and the suspect subadult group.

Reproductive Rates
The breeding probabilities for females that have previously bred (γB) were estimated from MIPS data, which
includes information on whether or not females are seen with a
first-year calf, using multistate mark-recapture methods (Kendall and others, 2012). Note that in our analyses, the probability of breeding encompasses several aspects of reproduction:

conception, gestation, parturition, and calf survival from birth
to the calf’s first winter (approximately 6 months). For two of
the regions (NW, AT), the last few annual reproductive rates
were not estimable owing to insufficient sampling effort. As
with the survival rates, the mean and temporal variance of
reproductive rates were estimated from the annual reproductive rates (Burnham and others, 1987).
In past analyses, information about mother-calf associations has not been available in MIPS for the SW region, so we
either relied on reproductive histories of marked females in a
small study in Sarasota Bay (Runge and others, 2004; Runge
and others, 2007a) or simply assumed that the SW reproductive rates were the same as the AT rates (Runge and others,
2015). With this analysis, for the first time we have estimates
of breeding probabilities (γB) for the SW region derived
from the same data and analytical methods used for the other
regions.
The data available to estimate the other two reproductive parameters (γ4 and γP) is scant because it is rare to have
the reproductive history for a known-age female beginning
before her first parturition. Estimates for these parameters
were obtained by calculating binomial proportions from the
observed stage transitions of known, marked females (Runge
and others, 2004).
The parameters that govern density dependence in the
reproductive rates have not been measured in manatee populations. Estimates for α and β, the parameters of equation 1,
were taken from Runge and others (2007a). The median value
for α was 0.25 (range 0.15–0.50) and the median value for β
was 2 (range 1–4). We assumed the initial population sizes
were well enough below the carrying capacities that the reproductive parameters estimated from the mark-recapture analysis
represented the reproductive rates at low density (γ0).

Fractions of Mortality
In order to model the effects of several of the threats in
the CBM, an estimate of the fractions of mortality resulting
from each of six causes (watercraft, water-control structures,
marine debris, cold, red tide, and other) was needed. In addition, estimates of additional cold mortality (above baseline
levels) by age class, winter severity, and warm-water habitat
quality were needed. The carcass recovery and necropsy program run by FWC for the last 30 years provided the data for
this estimation.
The analysis used 18 years of carcass recovery data from
December 1, 1995, to November 30, 2013. For this analysis,
a year extends from December 1 to November 30 (that is, the
label 2001 applies to the period December 1, 2000–November 30, 2001). Carcasses less than (<) 150 centimeters (cm)
in length were assumed to be perinatal and excluded because
their mortality is subsumed within the reproductive rate
estimates (section “Reproductive Rates”), carcasses between
150 and 235 cm in length were considered calves, carcasses
between 236 and 265 cm in length were assigned as subadults,
and carcasses greater than 265 cm in length were assumed to
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be adults. The number of subadult carcasses was low, however, so subadults and adults were combined in the baseline
fractions. For the variables where subadults and adults can
differ, the superscript (j) is used.
In addition to being divided by age class, year, and
region, carcass recoveries were divided by warm-water habitat
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Analysis of fractions of mortality from carcass data is
complicated by a number of hierarchical uncertainties (fig. 3)
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Figure 3. Directed acyclic graph of hierarchical model for estimating the fractions of mortality and additional mortality of Florida
manatees associated with cold and red tide. Ellipses represent random variables (data or parameters), and small rectangles are
constants. Large rectangles contain one or more index values. Solid arrows represent stochastic dependencies, dashed arrows
represent deterministic dependencies, and double lines represent upper- or lower-bound dependencies (several variables have
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, c (a,h
, s (a,h
, wa , m, and i, the associated additional mortality factors, respectively; πa,s and pa,s , the baseline fractions of mortality
j)
and probabilities of determination, respectively; θ (a,h,t,s
and ρa,t,s , the year-, age-, and habitat-specific versions of the fractions of
(j)
j)
j)
mortality and probabilities of determination; T a,h,t , the grand total number of recovered carcasses; and x (a,h,t,s
, and y (a,h,t,s
, the total and
determined number of carcasses from each cause, respectively. Calves and subadults/adults are modeled separately, so age class j
can have one possible value (calves) or two (subadults and adults). The red-tide rates and factors only apply to the Southwest region.
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and is most easily undertaken in a Bayesian framework. The
primary uncertainty arises from the fraction of carcasses for
which the cause of death cannot be determined. We accounted
for this uncertainty by modeling the determined carcasses
owing to cause s in region a in habitat quality h for age class
j)
j in year t (y (a,h,t,s
) as arising from a binomial distribution with
two parameters: the number of recovered carcasses actually
j)
an unknown quantity); and the probaowing to cause s (x (a,h,t,s
bility of determination for that cause of death, year, and region
ρa,t,s). The probability of determination is the proportion of carcasses for which the cause can be identified and may be different for different causes of death. The six cause-specific totals
j)
in a region, year, and warm-water habitat quality (x (a,h,t,s
) were
modeled as a multinomial distribution with the grand total of
carcasses from that region, year, and habitat quality (the sum
of the determined and undetermined) and the fractions of morj)
).
tality for that region, year, and habitat quality (θ (a,h,t,s
The baseline fractions (our primary parameters of interest) and probabilities of determination by region and cause
are defined as πa,s and pa,s , respectively. The baseline fractions and probabilities of determination were given flat prior
distributions.
We designated the years 2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, and
2012 as moderate red-tide mortality years in the SW region,
the years 1996 and 2013 as intense red-tide mortality years in
the SW, and the remaining years in the SW (and all years in
the NW and AT regions) as baseline red-tide mortality years
(see “Survival Rates” in the “Methods” section). In a moderate red-tide year, an additional mortality factor (m) was added
to the red-tide fraction, then all fractions were divided by
that factor plus 1 (to keep the fractions summing to 1). This
formula follows from the assumptions that baseline mortality
rates are constant in years without additional mortality factors
and that mortality causes are additive (in other words, if the
cold mortality rate goes up for a particular year or habitat
type, the entanglement mortality rate will remain unchanged).
The moderate red-tide additional mortality factor was defined
as the moderate red-tide additional rate (dm) divided by the
baseline SW mortality rate (dbase(SW)). The baseline mortality
rate is the additive inverse of the estimated survival rate (see
“Survival Rates” in the “Methods” section). The prior distribution for the additional mortality rate was a uniform distribution between 0 and the survival rate (to ensure that the total
mortality rate does not exceed 1). The same process was used
to model the relation between the additional mortality factor
(i) and additional red-tide mortality rate (di) in intense red-tide
mortality years. Estimates of annual survival vary between
first- and second-year calves. To estimate a baseline mortality
rate for calves overall, the geometric mean of survival rates
was used.
Similar to the red tide additional mortality factors
(m and i), there are factors for the effects of cold and severely
j)
j)
cold winters on cold mortality (c (a,h
and s (a,h
, respectively) that
are specific to the warm-water habitat type h where the carcass
was recovered, the year a, and the age class j. We used the
same covariate as the survival analysis to designate cold and

severely cold years (see “Survival Rates” in the “Methods”
section). For adults, the additional cold mortality factor is
set to 0 for high- and medium-quality habitats because this is
already factored into the survival rate analysis; for calves and
subadults, it is set to 0 for high-quality habitats for the same
reason. In addition, for calves and subadults there is a normal
j)
) that applies to
winter additional cold mortality factor (n (a,h
low-quality habitat for subadults and to low- and mediumquality habitat for calves. Therefore, the baseline fractions of
mortality (πa,s) are not changed by cold factors in the following cases: for adults, in normal winters in all habitats and cold
winters in high- and medium-quality habitats; for subadults,
in normal winters in high- and medium-quality habitats and
cold winters in high-quality habitats; and for calves, in normal
and cold winters in high-quality habitats. The additional cold
j)
factors affected the specific fractions of mortality (θ (a,h,t,s
)
in a manner similar to that of the additional red-tide factors.
We also estimated additional mortality rates resulting from
j)
j)
j)
, d (c,h
, and d (s,h
,
normal, cold, and severely cold winters (d (n,h
respectively) and derived the additional mortality factors from
them in a manner similar to that for the red-tide additional
mortality rates and factors.
In 1994, FWC, in conjunction with the Florida Department of Environmental Protection, began implementing measures to reduce the number of deaths caused by water-control
structures by retrofitting gates and locks to remain open when
blocked by large objects, including manatees. By the end of
2004, 23 structures (out of 33 targeted) had been retrofitted
or closed; the first 9 retrofittings, which included the most
lethal structures, were completed by the end of 2000 (Florida
Fish and Wildlife Conservation Commission, 2007). Thus, we
viewed year 2000 as a median point in the recent reduction in
water-control structure mortality. In order to account for this
mitigation in the analysis, subadult and adult carcasses pre2001 were modeled with an additional mortality factor (wa)
similar to the others. Because few calf deaths and few deaths
in the NW region were attributed to water-control structures
over the entire period, this mitigation effect was not modeled
for calves or for the NW region. The analysis was conducted
using the NIMBLE package (a version of the BUGS language)
in program R (Lunn and others, 2000; R Development Core
Team, 2015; NIMBLE Development Team, 2016).

Effects of Red Tide
The spatial extent, temporal persistence, and magnitude
of red tide, along with its effects on manatees, are monitored
by FWRI. From these data, the historical patterns of the
effects of red tide on manatees can be estimated, but it is not
known whether the historical patterns will hold in the future.
Thus, a formal expert judgment process was conducted to
estimate probability distributions for the frequency and relative magnitude of red-tide-related manatee mortality events
over a 100-year time horizon in each region (Julien Martin,
USGS, written commun., 2017). A panel of 12 experts in
manatee biology and red tide ecology was convened, and the
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Investigate-Discuss-Estimate-Aggregate protocol was followed to structure the expert judgment (Hanea and others,
2017). During two rounds of elicitations, each expert provided
a best estimate value and plausible low and high values (that
is, bounding a confidence level of 80%) for each parameter
in each of three regions of the Florida manatee’s range (NW,
AT, and SW) for two periods (0–40 and 41–100 years from the
start of the modeled simulations, 2011). Probability distributions were fitted for each parameter, time period, and expert
using the three elicited values. The parameter estimates elicited from individual experts were aggregated, and a parametric
distribution was fitted to the aggregated results. Data were not
available to estimate the correlation in red-tide years among
regions (the parameters of the Gaussian copula); these correlations were all assumed to be 0.5 (Julien Martin, USGS, written
commun., 2017).
Estimates of additional red-tide mortality in moderate
years in the SW for subadults and adults were obtained from
the survival rate analysis (see “Survival Rates” in the “Methods” section). Estimates of additional red-tide mortality in the
SW for calves in moderate and intense years and subadults
and adults in intense years were obtained from the fractions of
mortality analysis (see “Fractions of Mortality” in the “Methods” section).

Effects of Cold
In CBMv6, the effects of cold-related mortality are
governed by two sets of parameters: a set of frequencies
(for the occurrence of cold or severe cold) and a set of 27
additional mortality rates (for each of 3 age classes in each
of 3 types of habitat in each of 3 types of year). The estimation of the additional mortality rates was integrated with the
estimation of the fractions of mortality and is explained in the
“Methods” section “Fractions of Mortality.”
To estimate the future frequency of cold-related events,
we wanted first to define a cold or severely cold year on the
basis of climate variables rather than on observed cold-related
deaths. We developed a measure of the severity of a winter,
using a heating degree days metric relevant to manatee cold
stress and mortality. The metric, tdef14, calculates a daily
mean air temperature by averaging the daily high and low temperatures at a particular weather station, subtracts 14 degrees
Celsius (ºC) from the daily mean, and sums all the negative
daily differences from November 1 through March 31. Thus,
the tdef14 metric is the number of degree days less than 14 ºC
from November 1 to March 31 and has units C-day. Using
historical weather records (1950–2013) at selected National
Weather Service stations in each of the four regions, we calculated the annual tdef14 and classified years as severely cold if
the tdef14 was less than the 5-percent quantile for that region,
cold if the quantile was between 5 and 20 percent, and normal
if the quantile was above 20 percent. That is, the thresholds
were defined so that the frequency of severe cold and cold
were 5-percent and 15-percent, respectively, in all regions.

The correlations in cold years among regions (the parameters
of the Gaussian copula) were estimated by finding the correlations in tdef14 among regions (1950–2013).
Two hypotheses about the future frequency of cold events
were considered: that the future frequencies would match the
historical frequencies and that the future frequencies would be
elevated. To estimate the historical frequencies, the weather
data during 1950–2013 were used. To estimate the elevated
frequencies, the frequency of cold and severely cold years
across all four regions during 2001–11 was considered.

Effects of Emergent Disease
We considered the emergence of a virulent, infectious
disease as a rare but possible catastrophe with potentially
large effects on survival and reproductive rates. No epizootics
have been documented in manatees, but manatees have been
exposed to pathogens, such as morbillivirus (Duignan and
others, 1995), that have caused major die-off events in other
marine mammals (Lipscomb and others, 1994). The tendency
of manatees to form large aggregations at warm-water sites
during winter cold periods also makes them vulnerable to the
spread of an infectious disease. A review by Harwood and Hall
(1990) on the population effects of such epizootics in marine
mammals provided a useful guide for forming plausible
estimates for frequency and magnitude of effects on survival
and reproduction. Historical data on seal epizootics in the
United Kingdom, for example, show that such events occurred
about every 50 years, for a frequency of 0.02 (Harwood and
Hall, 1990). Those authors concluded, “it is clear that marine
mammal populations are occasionally subject to events that
may remove 50% or more of the individuals” (Harwood and
Hall, 1990, p.255). They suggest that average mortality may
be about 15 to 30 percent higher in epidemic years. We chose
not to model the worst-case scenario documented in other
marine mammal species because a severe disease outbreak has
not yet been documented for sirenians. We set the frequency
of this type of catastrophe at a median of 0.01, ranging from
0 to 0.02, using a two-phase uniform distribution (Runge and
others, 2007a). Survival and reproductive rates were reduced
independently by a median of 25 percent using a two-phase
uniform distribution with a range of 0 to 50 percent. No correlation between regions was included.

Carrying Capacity
Over a period of 6 months during 2011–12, an expert
panel was convened to estimate the current and future carrying capacity in each of the four regions (M.C. Runge, USGS
and C.J. Deutsch, FWRI, written commun., 2017).Twentythree experts from 9 agencies (USGS, FWS, FWC, Progress
Energy, Florida Power and Light, Sea to Shore Alliance,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Mote Marine
Laboratory, St. Johns River Water Management District) were
invited to participate in the process, based on their expertise
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in manatee use of warm-water habitats or their expertise in
the status of, and factors affecting, warm-water habitat. The
process was designed to preserve the independence of experts
and harness the insights from a group of experts while guarding against cognitive biases and group dynamics that undermine expert judgments (Burgman and others, 2011; Hanea
and others, 2017). During the pre-elicitation phase, experts
were selected, the problem was defined and framed, and
training in cognitive bias and expert elicitation was provided.
Importantly, during the pre-elicitation phase, the structure of
the carrying capacity models (fig. 2) was fully developed and
discussed by the experts. During the elicitation phase, individual experts initially provided estimates for the parameters
independently using a four-point method (Speirs-Bridge and
others, 2010). These results were compiled and presented
graphically to the experts with the anonymity of the individual
results retained. We facilitated discussion with the group of
experts about their initial results to clarify concepts, to present
summary data (for example, from water-temperature monitoring and aerial surveys), and to share insights and approaches
to the problem. The experts then individually provided a second set of estimates using the four-point method. Four months
later, with the results of a site-specific assessment of carrying
capacity to provide new insight (Provancha and others, 2012),
we discussed the second round of elicitation and asked the
experts to provide a third and final set of estimates. During
the post-elicitation phase of the process, the experts’ judgments were aggregated. First, for each parameter and for each
expert separately, we found the probability distribution that
best fit the quantiles provided in the four-point elicitation, as
measured by the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence (Kullback
and Leibler, 1951). Second, for each parameter, we averaged
the probability density functions across the experts, with equal
weighting. Third, we found the probability distribution that
best fit the average aggregated distribution by minimizing the
KL divergence.

Initial Abundance
Estimates of initial abundance and associated uncertainties were based on the abundance survey conducted during
2011‒12 (Martin and others, 2015). Unlike synoptic surveys,
the estimator considered two important sources of error:
spatial variation in abundance and imperfect detection. Lognormal distributions were used to express uncertainty in the
abundance estimates for AT, SW, and NW. For the NW region,
the posterior mean abundance, rounded to the nearest 10, was
610 (standard deviation [SD] 150, mean on log scale 6.383,
SD on log scale 0.241). For the SW region, the posterior
mean was 2,180 (SD 310, mean on log scale 7.675, SD on log
scale 0.144). For the East coast of Florida, the posterior mean
population size was 3,560 (SD 400); this included animals in
both the AT and USJ regions. Because a substantial number of
manatees either left the USJ region at the time of the survey
or were undetected during the abundance survey (for example,
because of vegetation cover that makes counting particularly

difficult in this region), ground counts conducted at Blue
Spring during the winter were used to estimate abundance in
the USJ. Uncertainty was expressed with a uniform distribution between 293 (the maximum daily winter count; Wayne
Hartley, Save the Manatee Club, unpub. data, 2012) and 397
(the total number of individuals sighted during October 2011–
April 2012; Wayne Hartley, unpub. data, 2012). The estimate
for the AT (posterior mean 3,220, SD 400, mean on log scale
8.070, SD on log scale 0.123) was derived by subtracting the
USJ estimate from the East coast estimate using a Monte Carlo
simulation approach.

Scenario Design
Baseline and Scenario Philosophy
All of the earlier runs of the CBM used a baseline-andscenarios approach, in which one scenario (the baseline)
represents the best single summary of the available information about the status of the subspecies and the threats it faces
over the next century or so. Additional scenarios explore a
number of questions to better elucidate the nature and strength
of the threats. In 2007, scenarios were used to produce the
“threats analysis,” which allowed a quantification of the relative strength of the various threats (Runge and others, 2007b).
Scenarios also can be used to conduct sensitivity analysis, to
simulate different hypotheses about underlying dynamics, or
to explore the ramifications of possible emerging threats.

Baseline Scenario
As part of this process, the definition of the baseline scenario is important and requires a number of careful judgments
of scientific and policy natures. The approach we have always
taken is that the baseline scenario represents the incorporation
of the best available scientific and commercial information and
the most appropriate interpretation of future threats for assessment of status under the ESA. Several considerations arise
from this policy context for developing the baseline scenario.
First, because we interpreted status assessment under the ESA
as a risk analysis, very careful attention was paid to incorporation of uncertainty into the parameter estimates and structure
of the model. To the extent possible, we want the results to
integrate all that uncertainty, so the management agencies that
use the results can take into account the risk posed by that
uncertainty. Where it was not practical to express uncertainty
in a parameter or structure within the model, an effort was
made to use point estimates that reflect the risk standard of
the ESA, which was interpreted to mean erring on the side
of conservation of the species. Second, with regard to representing future threats, Factor D (“the inadequacy of existing
regulatory mechanisms,” 16 U.S.C. §1533(a)(D)) plays a role.
For example, as of 2016, there are many power plants with
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System permits
that include an allowance for once-through cooling, which
provides warm-water habitat for manatees in the winter. We
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assume, however, that warm-water habitat will only be available until the end of the operational lifetime of each existing
plant. Although it is possible that the plants will be repowered
and permitted to continue to provide warm-water effluent, the
existing regulatory mechanisms do not assure us of that.
The baseline scenario relies on empirical evidence from
historical data but is not bound to it. The CBM produces a
forecast, meaning that how it represents the future, not the
past, is its most important feature. In many cases, historical
data provide us with an excellent understanding of manatee
population dynamics, but there are circumstances in which
the best available evidence leads us to believe that the future
will not be like the past. Thus, the baseline scenario needs
to contain the best scientific assessment of what the future
will be like, given the available evidence. This almost always
requires a mixture of empirical analysis and expert judgment. For example, in CBMv5 (Runge and others, 2015), we
estimated the magnitude of red-tide mortality in the SW from
a mark-recapture analysis of historical survival rates, but an
expert panel estimated the frequency of future red-tide events
(the panel estimated an increase in those rates). As another
example, in estimating the fractions of mortality associated
with various causes of death, pre-2001 mortalities were separated from post-2001 mortalities. Only the latter was used for
the baseline because most gates and locks were retrofitted to
reduce manatee mortality during the early 2000s; we believe
the data prior to 2001 no longer provide a reasonable estimate
of the future threat from water-control structures.
The current version of the CBM (CBMv6) uses these
same considerations to establish the baseline scenario. Several
recent events, however, have raised questions about how to
establish the baseline scenario, namely, the cold-induced mortality events of 2009–10 and 2010–11, the red-tide mortality
event of 2013, and others. At this time, it is difficult to know
whether those represent odd one-time events, represent rare
events likely to remain rare in the future, or represent emerging threats. In consultation with other scientific experts and
with management agencies, we have attempted to navigate
this uncertainty and have made our collective best judgments
about what to include in the baseline scenario. In the section
“Potential Emerging Threats,” however, we describe how the
possible ramification of alternative assumptions was explored.
The features of the baseline scenario include seven
assumptions. (1) Watercraft-related mortality will maintain its
historical rate over the indefinite future, based on the assumption that current protections (for example, speed zones) or
their equivalent will be maintained even if there is a change in
conservation status or a change in authority to implement protection. If the population size continues to increase, watercraftrelated deaths will increase in proportion, but the proportion
will stay constant. (2) Warm water produced at power-generation facilities, and the carrying capacity it represents, will not
be replaced at the end of the current expected operating life
for each power plant. Although it is conceivable that power
companies will seek to continue the use of once-through cooling if and when they refurbish or rebuild old facilities, there

is no regulatory guarantee such an exception will be granted,
so it was assumed that the manatee carrying capacity associated with these particular warm-water sources will be lost. (3)
The carrying capacity provided by natural spring flows will be
reduced over the long term at the rates estimated by the expert
panel. Behind this forecast is an assumption that the human
population in Florida will continue to grow and will continue to increase its water use. (4) As the manatee population
increases and as the carrying capacity decreases, manatees will
distribute among high-, medium-, and low-quality sites using
one of three rules (thermal selection rule, ecological trap, historical) with most weight on the historical rule. (5) Cold and
severely cold years will occur with the same frequency as in
the last 6 decades (1950‒2013). (6) Red-tide mortality events
will occur at a considerably higher frequency than in the past;
the appearance of intense red-tide events is possible. (7) The
phenomenon in the IRL is a short-lived event that will not
persist as a chronic source of mortality.

Threats Analysis
A large number of scenarios was run to examine the
effects of the various threats on long-term persistence of
Florida manatees. These scenarios either removed or accelerated existing threats.
For three of the threats (mortality owing to watercraft,
water-control structures, and entanglement by marine debris),
the threat was “removed” by reducing the regional mortality of
adults, subadults, and calves by the fractions estimated from
the Bayesian fractions-of-mortality analysis. This assumes that
the causes of mortality are additive, not compensatory. For
instance, in a particular replicate, if the baseline scenario had
an adult survival rate of 0.94 and the fraction of adult mortality owing to watercraft was 40 percent, then the “no watercraft
mortality” scenario used an adult survival rate of 0.964 (this
is a 40% interpolation between 0.94 and 1.0). To account for
uncertainty, each replicate has a different base survival rate
and fraction of mortality, based on the sampling distributions
for each. The fractions of adult mortality were applied to the
survival rates for subadults (age 3+) and adults; the fractions
of calf mortality were applied to the survival rates for firstand second-year calves. Note that the fractions of mortality
owing to background cold and background red tide were
treated as part of the baseline mortality and were not removed
in any of the scenarios.
For the threat owing to watercraft, partial reductions and
increases of watercraft-related mortality were considered. The
partial reduction was implemented with a proportional reduction in the mortality, whereas an increase was modeled by
assuming that a proportional increase in mortality rate would
occur gradually over a 30-year period, then stabilize.
For the threat resulting from loss of warm-water habitat, the threat was removed from the model by maintaining
winter warm-water capacity at current levels for the indefinite future rather than having that capacity drop at the currently anticipated rates. For manatees that rely primarily on
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first-order springs (USJ and NW), this could happen either by
preservation of existing spring flow and protection (through
management of minimum flow levels, such as those proposed
for Blue Spring [Rouhani and others, 2007]) or by mitigation that exactly matches the anticipated loss (for example,
through increasing access to and protection of other springs).
For manatees that rely primarily on industrial warm-water
effluents (AT and SW), this could happen by maintaining those
industrial effluents at their existing levels, through restoration
of natural habitats in those areas, or by replacing lost warmwater capacity using alternative approaches (for example,
creating basins warmed by ground water). Note that in the
scenario that removed this threat, cold-related mortality owing
to loss of warm-water capacity was reduced, but background,
density-independent cold-related mortality (as captured in the
fractions-of-mortality analysis) remained. To model a partial
reduction of this threat, the long-term loss in warm-water
capacity was reduced proportionally, but the other parameters
describing the loss (for example, its timing) were maintained.
Two scenarios of accelerated loss of industrial warm-water
capacity were considered: the immediate loss of warm-water
effluent produced by coal-fired power plants and the immediate loss of all industrial warm-water carrying capacity.
Coal-fired power plants currently represent 100 percent of
the industrial carrying capacity in the NW and approximately
50 percent of the industrial carrying capacity in the SW region.
In the NW, the Duke Energy Crystal River Complex has four
coal-fired units, and because the nuclear unit is being decommissioned, the coal units represent all of the industrial warm
water in this region. In the SW, Tampa Electric Company’s
Big Bend plant has four coal-fired units that represent about
one-half of the industrial warm-water capacity in the region.
For red tide, the threat was removed from the model by
setting the probability of occurrence of moderate and intense
red-tide events to zero. Background levels of red-tide mortality occur every year and are incorporated into the baseline
estimates of survival.

Potential Emerging Threats
As discussed in the section “Current Questions,” the
series of mortality events between 2009 and 2013 raised questions about whether there are new threats emerging as a result
of changes in the environment in coastal Florida. At this time,
we do not have the scientific evidence to fully understand the
causes and mechanisms of these events, so we investigated
their possible effects by considering a series of hypotheses,
each of which was implemented as a separate scenario in
CBMv6.
Hypotheses regarding cold-related mortality. As noted in
“Current Questions,” four hypotheses were considered regarding the mechanism that gave rise to the cold-related mortality
events of 2009–10 and 2010–11. To implement hypothesis 1,
which posits that the cold-related mortality events were simply
back-to-back cold years, we used the historical frequencies
for cold and severely cold years, along with the expert-elicited

estimates of carrying capacity. To implement hypothesis
2, which posits that the cold-related mortality events arose
because the warm-water carrying capacity had been exceeded,
when sampling from the distributions that represented uncertainty in the initial carrying capacity, only those values that
were less than or equal to the initial population size were
allowed, thus forcing all replicates to begin at or greater than
carrying capacity. The future frequency of cold was set at the
historical frequencies. To implement hypothesis 3, which posits that the cold-related mortality events were unusual densityindependent events, the historical frequencies of cold and the
expert-elicited estimates of carrying capacity were used, but
the first 2 years of the simulations were forced to be severely
cold, and all the animals were placed in low-quality warmwater habitat. To implement hypothesis 4, which posits that
the cold-related mortality events of 2009–11 are harbingers
of more frequent cold events in the future, we assumed the
frequency of cold and severely cold years in the future would
be at the elevated rate seen during 2001–11 rather than the historical rate seen during 1950–2013. Hypothesis 1 was used in
the baseline scenario for three reasons: the winters of 2009–10
and 2010–11 were not unexpected, based on the historical
climate record (a log-normal distribution fits the 1950–2013
time series of tdef14 without outliers); long-term climate forecasts do not predict increased frequency of cold-air outbreaks
in the southeastern United States (Gao and others, 2015); and
the expert panel consulted on manatee carrying capacity did
not think it was likely that manatees are currently limited by
warm-water habitat.
Hypotheses regarding red-tide mortality. As noted in
“Current Questions,” four hypotheses were considered regarding the character and frequency of red-tide mortality events in
the future. For hypotheses 1 and 3 (which posit that no new
class of red-tide year is emerging), two classes of red-tide
years (background years, red-tide years) were used, whereas
for hypotheses 2 and 4 (which posit that a third intense class
of red-tide year can occur), three classes of red-tide years
(background, moderate, and intense) were used. For hypotheses 1 and 2 (which posit that future red tide will occur at the
same frequency as in the past), historical frequencies of redtide mortality events were used; for hypotheses 3 and 4 (which
posit an increase in the future frequency of red tide), expertelicited frequencies of red-tide mortality events (the medians
of which were elevated above historical levels) were used.
All the experts on the red-tide panel favored the hypothesis
that red-tide mortality events would probably increase in the
future, so for the baseline scenario a combination of hypotheses 3 and 4 was used, weighted by the proportions of experts
that favored the 2- and 3-class hypotheses.
Chronic Atlantic mortality. This scenario is motivated
by the IRL UME (see “Current Questions”) but includes the
assumption that such a loss of individuals would continue to
occur indefinitely in the AT region with the mortality occurring without regard to density or stage class and at a regional
rate (2%) somewhat higher than indicated by the ratio of the
number of carcasses recovered during the IRL UME to the
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size of the AT population. For this to occur, there would need
to be a behavioral mechanism that continued to draw manatees
into a mortality sink caused by an environmental factor they
could not detect or did not perceive as a threat. We think this is
a worst-case scenario based on the IRL UME.
Multiple emerging threats. As an endpoint to bracket the
range of scenarios considered in this analysis, this scenario
assumes the simultaneous emergence or strengthening of a
number of threats. This scenario does not represent the bestjudgment baseline, but rather a possible, if unlikely, concurrence of many adverse conditions. The scenario includes seven
features. (1) The watercraft-related mortality rate increases by
50 percent over the next 30 years, then stabilizes. (For example, in adults in the AT region, the mean watercraft-related
mortality rate would increase from 0.021 to 0.032 over the
first 30 years of simulation). This is motivated by an expected
human population growth in Florida of around 40 percent
between 2010 and 2040 (Rayer and Wang, 2016) with a higher
proportion living near the coast and having boats, with fuel
prices staying low, and with tourism in the State continuing
to increase. (2) Immediate loss of coal-fired power plants,
representing 50 percent of the industrial warm-water carrying
capacity in the SW and 100 percent of the industrial warmwater carrying capacity in the NW. This part of the scenario
assumes that the increase in the availability of renewable
power will continue to put economic pressure on coal plants,
and the companies will choose not to convert these units to
other sources of fuel. (3) Reduction of carrying capacity provided by natural spring flows of 50 percent over the long term.
This level of reduction in spring flow is the greatest reduction
we analyzed and would represent the pessimistic end of what
the expert panel considered. If water-withdrawal rates increase
with increased demand from a larger human population
and rainfall decreases, this scenario is deemed possible. (4)
Historical warm-water distribution rule. This scenario incorporates the assumption that manatees choose warm-water sites in
proportion to their historical use, which was the consensus of
the experts consulted. (5) The frequency of cold and severely
cold years (cold hypothesis 4) is elevated. (6) The frequency
of moderate and intense red tide is elevated (red-tide hypothesis 4). (7) Chronic density-independent additional mortality
occurs in the AT region (2%).

Sensitivity Analysis
In CBMv6, uncertainty in all parameters and uncertainty
about some of the structural elements were accounted for by
sampling from those uncertainties at the beginning of each
replicate. In developing the uncertainty distributions, we
made an effort to fully capture the range of possible dynamics, based on the best available information. But with regard
to two aspects of the carrying capacity dynamics, the warmwater expert panel indicated that the available information was
scant. For these aspects of the model, we wanted to specifically see how that uncertainty affected the results. These two

sensitivity analyses do not represent forecasts or hypotheses
about potential emerging threats; rather, they are simply an
effort to see whether the results are robust to uncertainty in
these dynamics.
Sensitivity to long-term loss of carrying capacity at
springs. The future loss of warm-water habitat at springs is
difficult to forecast because it is related to the complex interactions among climate change, urbanization, water-use regulation, and enforcement. The baseline scenario uses the expertelicited estimates for this loss, but these estimates encompass a
wide range of uncertainty. The expert panel expected carrying
capacity at springs to decrease at high- and medium-quality
natural sites in the NW and USJ regions and at mediumquality natural sites in the SW region; the expert panel did not
expect such loss at high-quality sites in the SW region or at
any natural sites in the AT region. For the sensitivity analysis,
for those types of natural sites at which the experts expected
change, the long-term change in carrying capacity was set at
the following fixed values: -50 percent, -20 percent, -10 percent, and +10 percent.
Sensitivity to the behavioral rule used by manatees
to choose warm-water sites. The baseline scenario used a
weighted mixture of the thermal quality selection, ecological
trap, and historical distribution rules to allocate animals to
warm-water habitat types, weighted heavily toward the latter
rule. For the sensitivity analysis, each behavioral rule was run
separately in CBMv6.

Output Metrics
For each scenario, we ran 5,000 replicates over 150 years;
thus, for each point in time, a distribution of population size
(and structure) was produced that integrates the uncertainty
over parameters and stochastic events. From the results, we
graphed the distribution of the population size against time, for
the total population and for adults only, at three spatial scales
(region, coast, and statewide). In the population model, adults
include females 4.5 years and older that have previously bred
and males 4.5 years and older.
As a summary metric relevant for assessment under the
ESA, the probability of quasi-extinction over the ensuing y
years was calculated, where quasi-extinction is defined as an
adult population size of fewer than z on either the East coast
or the Gulf coast. The East coast consists of the USJ and
AT regions, and the Gulf coast consists of the NW and SW
regions. The probability of quasi-extinction was calculated for
three periods (50, 100, and 150 years) and three quasi-extinction thresholds (100, 250, and 500 adults).
The expected minimum population size (EMP) is
reported as a measure of the propensity for decline (McCarthy
and Thompson, 2001). In cases where the risk of extinction is
small, the probability of extinction or quasi-extinction is determined by a small number of the replicates in a simulation, so
it can be difficult to estimate. The EMP uses information from
all of the replicates and so provides a stable metric of risk. The
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EMP was calculated by finding the minimum total population
size on either coast over a specified time period for each replicate, then taking the average of the minimum values.
Summary metrics that are relevant for classification under
the IUCN Red List (IUCN, 2012) also were calculated. All
of these metrics are the probability of the adult population
declining by at least 10, 30, or 50 percent over either 60 years
(3 generations) or 100 years. The metrics were calculated
for each region, each coast, either coast, and statewide. To
generate these metrics, the population size at the end point of
each replicate was compared to the initial population size for
that replicate and the proportional magnitude of decline was
calculated; then, the proportion of replicates that exceeded the
threshold magnitude was computed.

Results
The subsections that follow describe the results from
new and updated parameter estimation, baseline projections
from CBMv6, an analysis of threats, examination of potential emerging threats, and several sensitivity analyses for the
Florida manatee.

Parameter Estimation
This comprehensive revision of the CBM generated new
estimates for many of the parameters, as well as new output
from the model itself. The new parameter estimates are summarized here.

Survival Rates
The baseline adult survival rates for each region are
shown in table 1. The mean values of survival and their precision are comparable to estimates for CBMv5 in 2012 (Runge
and others, 2015), but the means are higher and considerably
more precise than the estimates for CBMv4 in 2007 (Runge
and others, 2007a). The negative bias present in earlier estimates has been reduced with a larger sample size, a longer
time series, and the use of the Barker/RD model to account
for processes that can bias estimates (Langtimm and others,
2016). The use of auxiliary sightings has increased the precision (Kendall and others, 2013). The variation among regions
in baseline years is small
The effects of two covariates on adult survival rates were
examined. A significant additive effect in the SW from moderate red tides (-0.0184, standard error [SE] 0.0050) reduced
mean survival from 0.976 (SE 0.002) in background red-tide
years to 0.958 (SE 0.005) in the five moderate red-tide years
(2002, 2003, 2005, 2006, and 2012). Effects on survival owing
to moderate or severe cold were not evident in the SW or USJ
regions. In the NW region, moderate and severe cold also
showed no effect on survival, although an annual estimate of
survival was not available for one of the recent severely cold
years (2010). In the AT region, there was no effect on survival
owing to moderate cold. There was an apparent additive effect
on survival for severe cold. However, this effect was based on
a single severely cold year (2010) at the end of the estimable
time series, and subsequent analysis indicated it was biased.
Additional monitoring data could resolve the question of
effects from severe cold in 2010 for all regions.

Table 1. Baseline Florida manatee mean survival and reproductive rates for four regions in Florida, 1982–2015.
[The survival rates are for baseline conditions and do not include the effects of cold or red tide. In the column labeled “Data included,” the years for which
photo-identification data were included are shown; 1987, for instance, means sampling was conducted during winter 1986–87. Annual survival and reproductive rates are not always estimable, owing to bias at the end of the time series or other sampling issues. SE, standard error of the mean]

Region

Mean rate

SE

Data included

Years estimable

Adult survival rates
Atlantic

0.9729

0.0029

1987–2014

1987–2010

Upper St. Johns

0.9790

0.0031

1987–2014

1987–2011

Northwest

0.9780

0.0026

1982–2014

1982–2009

Southwest

0.9759

0.0023

1996–2015

1997–2012

Reproductive rates
Atlantic

0.307

0.023

1987–2014

1987–2010

Upper St. Johns

0.384

0.022

1997–2014

1997–2013

Northwest

0.368

0.027

1987–2014

1987–2010

Southwest

0.307

0.020

1996–2015

1998–2014
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Reproductive Rates
Regional mean reproductive rates are shown in table 1.
The mean probability that a female who did not breed the
previous year will breed the following year is more than
30 percent for all regions. Breeding rates were higher in the
USJ and NW regions than in the more developed SW and AT
regions. Compared to the adult survival rates, the reproductive
rates have a higher standard error (table 1) and greater temporal variance (C.A. Langtimm, USGS, written commun., 2017).
This pattern of low variability in adult survival and high variability in reproduction is the typical life-history strategy for
large, long-lived mammals.

Fractions of Mortality
The analysis included 5,544 recovered carcasses,
of which 1,949 were calves, 1,002 were subadults, and
2,593 were adults. By region, 234 carcasses were from NW,
126 from USJ, 2,713 from SW, and 2,471 from AT. The cause
of death was not determined for 1,790 or 32 percent of the
carcasses.
Watercraft-related mortality was always estimated as the
leading cause of death, except for calves in the SW region
where cold-related mortality was slightly higher (fig. 4). The
estimated fractions of mortality owing to watercraft ranged
across regions from 0.29 to 0.60 for calves and 0.40 to 0.79
for adults and subadults. The estimated fractions owing to
the other anthropogenic causes (water-control structures and
marine debris) were much smaller (always under 0.07). The
fractions of mortality owing to red tide were minimal except
in the SW region where the estimated background fractions
of mortality from red tide were 0.142 and 0.107 for subadults/
adults and calves, respectively (fig. 4). The uncertainties in the
estimates were generally larger for calves than for the older
age class and larger for the USJ and NW regions than for the
AT and SW regions, all owing to differences in sample size.
The estimated additional mortality rates from red tide
events were higher for calves than for subadults/adults and
more than four times higher in intense red-tide years than in
moderate red-tide years (fig. 5). The estimate of subadult/
adult additional mortality in moderate red-tide years (0.015)
was similar to that from the survival analysis for those years
(0.018, see “Survival Rates” in the “Results” section).

Frequency and Magnitude of Red-Tide Mortality
The panel of experts convened to estimate the frequency
and relative magnitude of red-tide mortality self-identified
into two groups (Julien Martin, USGS, written commun.,
2017). One group believed there are only two classes of
years (background and red-tide years), and the other group
thought the data were best explained by three classes of years
(background, moderate red-tide, and intense red-tide years).
The median estimates of the frequency of red-tide mortality

events were greater than the historical frequencies, and the
credible intervals were wider (table 2). The model allows the
frequencies of red tide to be different in years 0–40 than in
years 41–150 of the simulations; table 2 shows the frequency
for years 0–40 from 2011. In most cases, the expert-elicited
frequencies for the years 41–100 years from 2011 (not shown)
did not differ strongly from the corresponding estimates for
the earlier period (table 2). (Note that the experts forecast the
frequency of red tide only through the period 41–100 years
from 2011. The simulations that extended to 150 years from
2011 applied the frequencies from years 41–100 to years
101–150.) The median estimate of the frequency of red-tide
mortality events was much greater in the SW region than in
the other regions, continuing the historical pattern (table 2).
The relative magnitude of manatee mortality events
owing to red tide in two regions (NW, AT) was elicited as
a ratio relative to the estimated mortality effects in the SW
region. A magnitude less than 1 indicates that the experts
anticipated a lower additional mortality rate during red-tide
years in that region than in the SW region. The median estimates of relative mortality were less than 1, indicating that
red-tide effects will not be as strong in the NW and AT regions
as in the SW region (table 3). The experts expect additional
mortality in red-tide years to be greater in the AT than in the
NW. In all cases the uncertainty was large; the 80-percent
credible intervals for all parameters allowed for the possibility that the magnitude of red-tide morality in the AT and NW
could be much greater or much less than in the SW.

Frequency and Magnitude of Cold-Related
Mortality
On the basis of daily air temperature data during winter
for 1950–2013, thresholds were established for classifying
years as normal, cold, or severely cold. In the NW region,
using the Inverness weather station, the 5-percent quantile
of tdef14 was 336.1 C-day, and the 20-percent quantile was
253.8 C-day. Thus, winters with greater than 336.1 C-day
were classified as severe (1978, 2003, 2010), and winters with
C-day between 253.8 and 336.1 C-day were classified as cold
(1958, 1977, 1981, 1985, 1986, 1996, 1998, 2001, 2011). In
the USJ region, using the Deland weather station, the threshold for severe cold was 307.6 C-day (1977, 1978, and 2010),
and the threshold for cold was 210.9 C-day (1951, 1955,
1958, 1969, 1981, 1996, 2001, 2009, and 2011). In the AT
region, using the Melbourne weather station, the threshold for
severe cold was 170.6 C-day (1958, 1978, and 2010), and the
threshold for cold was 114.8 C-day (1969, 1970, 1971, 1977,
1981, 1996, 2001, 2003, and 2011). In the SW region, two
weather stations were used, Ft. Myers and Tampa; their tdef14
values were standardized to mean 0 and standard deviation 1,
then averaged, and the quantile was determined from the
average standard value. The severely cold years were 1958,
1978, and 2010, and the cold years were 1951, 1960, 1964,
1969, 1970, 1977, 1981, 1996, and 2001. For the simulations
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Figure 4. Baseline fractions of mortality of the Florida manatee, by cause of death and age class, in four regions of Florida, 1995–2013.
The circles show the mean estimates, and the whiskers show the 95-percent credible intervals from the Bayesian posterior distribution
for each parameter. (WCS, water-control structure)
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Figure 5. Estimated additional red-tide mortality rate for Florida
manatees in the Southwest region of Florida, by intensity and
age class, from the hierarchical analysis of manatee carcass
data, 1995–2013. The circles show the mean estimates, and
the whiskers show the 95-percent credible intervals from the
Bayesian posterior distribution for each parameter.

using historical frequencies of cold, the rates of 5 percent
and 15 percent were used for severely cold and cold years,
respectively.
The period 2001–11 appears to have an abnormally high
number of cold years. Across regions and years during that
period, 5 of the 44 region-years (11.4 percent) were severely
cold, and 9 of the 44 region-years (20.5 percent) were cold.
We used these elevated frequencies for the scenarios that
assumed cold years would be more frequent in the future.
The estimated rates of additional cold mortality ranged
from 0.00 to 0.56 and generally followed the expected patterns: calves > subadults > adults; severe winters > cold >
normal; and low habitat quality > medium > high (fig. 6). The
exceptions were calves in normal winters and subadults in
severe winters, for which the estimates of additional mortality
in low-quality habitat were less than those in medium-quality
habitat.

On the basis of the aggregated results from the expert
panel, the median estimate of current statewide capacity at all
high-quality sites is 5,309 individuals (80-percent credible interval [CI], 2,426‒12,464). The median estimate of current capacity at medium-quality sites is 10,122 individuals (80-percent CI,
6,528–17,345), and the median estimate of high- and mediumquality sites combined is 16,363 (80-percent CI, 10,719–
27,378). The median estimate of current carrying capacity at
high- and medium-quality sites combined is 3,187 in the NW
region (80-percent CI, 1,118–9,900), 1,457 in the USJ region
(80-percent CI, 651–3,668), 4,845 in the AT region (80-percent
CI, 2,236–10,990), and 4,923 in the SW region (80-percent CI,
2,775–8,310). Over the next century (2010–2110), a significant
portion of this capacity is expected to be lost through retirement
of industrial facilities and reduction in spring flow (fig. 7); the
median estimate of long-term statewide carrying capacity for
high- and medium-quality sites combined was 7,146 (80-percent CI, 4,020–14,660). Statewide, the median long-term loss of
capacity is expected to be 18.6 percent (80-percent CI, 10.1–
30.3 percent) at high-quality sites and 75.5 percent (80-percent
CI, 49.8–88.8 percent) at medium-quality sites. These declines
are expected to be greatest in the SW and AT regions owing to
the number of power plants operating with once-through cooling in those regions (fig. 7).

Baseline Projections
The baseline scenario forecasts the trajectory of the Florida
manatee population in each of the four regions while accounting for uncertainty. In our judgment, it incorporates the best
available scientific and commercial information about Florida
manatees and the threats they face.

Population Projections
Under the baseline scenario, the total statewide population
is expected to increase slowly, nearly doubling over 50 years,
and then stabilize as it reaches a statewide carrying capacity
(fig. 8A). The adult population shows a similar pattern (fig. 8B).
Focusing on the median projections, little decline is seen in the
long term largely because the loss of warm-water capacity is
expected to occur before the population reaches the long-term
carrying capacity. There is considerable uncertainty in the future
projections of population size, as shown by the wide 95-percent
projection intervals. This uncertainty arises from uncertainty
about the underlying demographic parameters that drive this
population, uncertainty about the current and future warm-water
capacity, and chance future events. Nevertheless, the model
predicts that it is unlikely (<2.5-percent chance) the statewide
population will fall below 4,000 individuals over the next
100 years (2011‒2110).
The patterns of the population forecast are similar at the
coastal scale and at the statewide scale (fig. 9). On the Gulf
coast (fig. 9A) and the East coast (fig. 9B), the breeding adult
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Table 2. Estimated historical, 1996–2015, and forecast frequencies of Florida manatee red-tide mortality events in four regions of
Florida for simulation years 0–40.
[Three classes of red-tide mortality years are considered: background, moderate, and intense. The table shows the medians and 80-percent credible intervals for
regional probabilities from the appropriate beta or Dirichlet distributions. The historical estimates show the frequency of red-tide mortality events in each region,
1996–2015. Forecasts of future frequency of red-tide mortality events were elicited from an expert panel under two hypotheses: one hypothesis, there are only
2 classes of years (background and red-tide years); and the second hypothesis, there are 3 classes of years (background, moderate, and intense). For the historical
and 3-class estimates, the “Moderate or Intense” column shows the sum of the moderate and intense frequencies. The baseline scenario uses a weighted average
of the 2- and 3-class frequencies. The model allows the frequencies of red tide to be different in years 0–40 than in years 41–150 of the simulations; this table
shows the frequency for years 0–40. In most cases, the expert-elicited frequencies for the later period did not differ strongly from the corresponding estimates
for the earlier period. --, not applicable]

Region

Estimate

Median frequency
of intense red-tide mortality
(credible interval)

Historical
Atlantic

Upper St. Johns

Southwest

--

0.065 (0.016–0.166)

3-class forecast

0.038 (0.004–0.146)

0.130 (0.041–0.284)

Historical

--

--

2-class forecast

--

--

3-class forecast

--

--

0.000
--

0.150 (0.010–0.546)

3-class forecast

0.037 (0.002–0.189)

0.109 (0.019–0.308)

Historical

0.100 (0.044–0.150)

0.350 (0.259–0.438)

2-class forecast

--

0.380 (0.188–0.603)

3-class forecast

0.154 (0.068–0.280)

0.503 (0.356–0.649)

[During a moderate or intense red-tide year, the magnitude of manatee red-tide
mortality in the Atlantic and Northwest regions is expressed as a multiple
of the red-tide mortality in the Southwest region. These multipliers on the
magnitude of red tide were estimated by an expert panel because an empirical estimate of red-tide mortality is not yet available outside the Southwest
region. The table shows the medians and 80-percent credible intervals from
the appropriate lognormal distributions. The baseline scenario uses a weighted
average of the 2- and 3-class magnitudes. This table shows the estimates for
years 0–40 of the simulation. In most cases, the expert-elicited frequencies
for years 41–150 did not differ strongly from the estimates shown. --, not
applicable]

Atlantic

Northwest

Estimate
2-class
forecast

Intense

Moderate

--

0.545 (0.074–4.039)

3-class
0.647 (0.162–2.583) 0.575 (0.209–1.579)
forecast
2-class
forecast

--

0.000

2-class forecast

Table 3. Estimated magnitude of Florida manatee red-tide
mortality events in two regions of Florida relative to mortality
events in the Southwest region for simulation years 0–40.

Region

0.050 (0.012–0.081)

2-class forecast

Historical
Northwest

0.000

Median frequency of
moderate or intense
red-tide mortality
(credible interval)

0.247 (0.039–1.567)

3-class
0.388 (0.128–1.173) 0.261 (0.063–1.090)
forecast

populations are expected to increase over about 50 years, then
stabilize. On the East coast, a slight decline in the median
projection is evident over the second 50 years as the losses of
warm-water capacity in the AT region outpace the gains in the
USJ region (fig. 9B).
At the regional level, the baseline forecast reveals a substantial shift in the distribution of adult manatees with the NW
and USJ regions showing large projected increases and the SW
and AT regions showing moderate long-term decreases after
initially increasing (fig. 10). In the NW and USJ regions, the
expert panel estimated that there is substantially more carrying
capacity for manatees than is currently used, and although this
capacity is expected to decrease owing to loss of spring flow,
most of that loss is expected to occur before the manatee population increases enough to reach capacity; thus, no observed
decline is expected in the median projections (fig. 10). In the
SW and AT regions, however, the long-term capacity is not
estimated to be substantially larger than the current population
sizes because substantial loss of capacity is expected through
the loss of industrial warm-water discharges (fig. 7). Thus,
the populations are expected to increase slightly over the next
few decades but then show long-term decline with the loss of
warm-water capacity (fig. 10).
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Figure 6. Estimated additional cold-related mortality rate for Florida manatees, by habitat quality, age class, and winter severity, in
all regions of Florida combined, 1995–2013. The symbols show the mean estimates, and the whiskers show the 95-percent credible
intervals from the Bayesian posterior distribution for each parameter. Missing estimates (for example, additional mortality of calves
during a normal or cold year in high-quality habitat) are those that are assumed to be part of the baseline mortality (that is, the additional
mortality is 0).

Quasi-Extinction Probability
The probability that the adult population on a coast
will fall below a given threshold is an increasing function
of the threshold (fig. 11). For instance, the probability that
the Gulf coast population will fall below a threshold within
100 years increases from 0.14 percent for a threshold of
500 adults to 2.54 percent for a threshold of 1,000 adults
(fig. 11A). The probability of quasi-extinction is also a
function of the time frame. For example, the probability
that the East coast population will fall below 500 adults

increases from 0.28 percent in 100 years to 0.46 percent in
150 years (fig. 11B). Perhaps the most relevant metric is
the probability of the adult population falling below a particular threshold on either the Gulf coast or the East coast
(see “Baseline Status” in the “Discussion” section). The probability of the adult population falling below 500 animals on
either coast within 100 years is 0.42 percent (fig. 11C, table 4).
The baseline probabilities of quasi-extinction at 50, 100, and
150 years for thresholds of 100, 250, and 500 adults on either
coast are shown in table 4.
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Figure 7. Estimated regional carrying capacity for Florida manatees in four regions of Florida, 2011–2110. The estimates incorporate the
anticipated loss of industrial effluents and reduction in spring flow. The 80-percent credible intervals reflect uncertainty in the capacity.
The estimates and their uncertainty were determined using an expert-panel process informed by site-based empirical estimates (M.C.
Runge, USGS and C.J. Deutsch, FWRI, written commun., 2017).

Expected Minimum Population Size
Over the 5,000 replicates of the baseline scenario, the
minimum total population size on either the Gulf coast or the
East coast over the first 100 years ranged from about 200 to
about 3,800 (fig. 12). The EMP, that is the average of these
minimum values, is 2,361. The EMP is a decreasing function
of the time frame; the EMP is 2,555 over 50 years, 2,361 over
100 years, and 2,248 over 150 years (table 4).

Probability of Population Decline
Statewide, the probabilities that the adult manatee population size will decline by 10, 30, or 50 percent in 100 years
are low (4.9, 1.5, and 0.1 percent, respectively; table 5). At
the coastal scale, the probabilities are higher, especially on
the East coast, where the high risk of decline in the AT region

(49.9-percent chance of a 30-percent decline in 100 years)
is greater than the negligible risk of decline in the smaller
USJ region. The probabilities of decline in the SW region are
similar to those in the AT region (table 5). Focusing on the
risk of decline on either coast, there is a fairly high probability
(28.1 percent) of a 10-percent decline in 100 years, a moderate
probability (15.9 percent) of a 30-percent decline, and a small
but not negligible risk (5.2 percent) of a 50-percent decline
(table 5).
Some of the IUCN criteria focus on the probability
of decline over three generations (which we assume to be
60 years; Haubold and others, 2006). The probabilities of the
adult manatee population declining statewide by 10, 30, or
50 percent within 60 years are 1.48, 0.26, and 0.02 percent,
respectively. The corresponding probabilities of the adult manatee population declining by 10, 30, or 50 percent on either coast
within 60 years are 15.5, 6.6, and 1.8 percent, respectively.
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Figure 8. Estimated Florida manatee population size under the baseline scenario, 2011–2110, for A, the total population size and B, the
breeding adult population size in all four regions of Florida combined.
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Figure 9. Estimated Florida manatee breeding adult population size under the baseline scenario, 2011–2110, for A, the Gulf coast and B,
the East coast of Florida.
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Figure 10. Estimated Florida manatee breeding adult population size under the baseline scenario in four regions of Florida, 2011–2110.

Threats Analysis
To assess the strength of different threats, those threats
were removed one at a time, and the results were compared to
the baseline (table 4, fig. 13). The threats fall into two groups:
those that have little effect on the coastal quasi-extinction
probability or EMP (water-control structures, marine debris)
and those that have a pronounced effect (watercraft, warmwater loss, red tide) (fig. 13). Red-tide related mortality is
the strongest threat as measured by the probability of quasiextinction; removing the red-tide threat alone reduces the
probability of the adult population dropping below 500 individuals on either coast in 150 years from 0.98 percent (baseline) to 0.22 percent (table 4). Watercraft-related mortality and
warm-water loss, however, are the strongest threats as measured by the EMP; removing the threat of warm-water loss,
for instance, raises the EMP over 150 years from 2,248 under
the baseline to 2,602 (table 4). The three strongest threats
exert risk at different time frames. Red-tide mortality is the
most immediate threat; at 50 years, it produces the strongest
effect on the risk of quasi-extinction of the threats considered
(table 4). Removing the threat of warm-water loss, however, does not have a discernible effect on the probability of

quasi-extinction at 50 years because the onset of the threat is
delayed, whereas warm-water loss does have a strong effect at
100 and 150 years (table 4). The timing of the watercraft threat
is intermediate between red tide and warm-water loss.
For practical reasons, full removal of any threat is
likely to be impossible, and indeed, threats could potentially
strengthen. Thus, it is useful to forecast the effects of partial removal or increase of threats. For the threat owing to
watercraft-related mortality, the probability of falling below
500 adults on either coast within 100 years increases roughly
linearly from 0.18 percent to 0.42 percent as the level of the
threat increases from 0 to baseline (fig. 14). But as the threat
increases to levels higher than baseline, the risk of quasiextinction increases exponentially, rising to nearly 4 percent
when the mortality rate owing to watercraft doubles (fig. 14).
For the threat owing to loss of warm-water habitat, the
probability of falling below 500 adults on either coast within
100 years increases from 0.26 percent to 0.42 percent as the
level of the threat increases from 0 to baseline; most of that
increase occurs between a threat level of 0.8 and 1.0 (fig. 15).
That is, most of the benefit of removing the warm-water
threat comes from removing just 20 percent of it. Accelerating the threat increases the risk of quasi-extinction but not
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Figure 12. Minimum total population size of Florida manatees on
either the Gulf or East coast of Florida over the period 2011–2110.
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Figure 13. Probability of the adult population of Florida manatees
falling below a quasi-extinction threshold on either the Gulf or the
East coast of Florida within 150 years from 2011 for the baseline
scenario and five scenarios with the indicated threat removed.
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Figure 11. Probability of the adult population of Florida manatees
falling below a quasi-extinction threshold within 50, 100, or 150
years from 2011, as a function of the quasi-extinction threshold
under the baseline scenario on A, the Gulf coast, B, the East
coast, or C, either coast of Florida.

substantially. With immediate loss of coal-fired power plants
and the warm-water effluent they produce, the risk of quasiextinction rises to 0.46 percent; with immediate loss of all
industrial warm water, the risk rises to 0.72 percent (fig. 15). If
the threat of watercraft-related mortality is removed, the effect
of the threat of warm-water loss on quasi-extinction becomes
negligible (fig. 15).
Combinations of partial removal of the threats owing to
watercraft and warm-water loss were evaluated, as shown in
the contour plot in figure 16. The baseline conditions occur in
the top right corner (probability of falling below 500 adults
on either coast within 150 years is 0.98 percent); full removal
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Table 4. Probability of the adult Florida manatee population falling below a quasi-extinction threshold of 100, 250, or 500 animals on
either the Gulf coast or the East coast of Florida in 50, 100, or 150 years from 2011 with threat removal scenarios.
[The scenarios consider the removal of threats one at a time. For example, in the absence of the threat from moderate or severe red tide (–Red tide), the probability is 0.22 percent that the adult population will fall below 500 animals on either the East or Gulf coasts within 150 years, and the probability is 0.98 percent
with the threat at its current level (baseline). Because only 5,000 replicates were run, where the estimate is 0, this should be understood as less than 0.0002 (less
than 0.02-percent probability of quasi-extinction). The expected minimum population (EMP) size for each scenario is calculated by finding the minimum total
population size of each simulated replicate on either coast over the specified timeframe, then taking the mean value over all replicates. –, indicates threat is
removed]

Scenario

Quasi-extinction threshold

Years

100

250

500

EMP

Baseline

50

0.0000

0.0002

0.0022

2,555

–Watercraft

50

0.0000

0.0000

0.0014

2,707

–Warm-water loss

50

0.0000

0.0000

0.0024

2,630

–Red tide

50

0.0000

0.0000

0.0000

2,670

–Water control structures

50

0.0000

0.0000

0.0022

2,564

–Marine debris

50

0.0000

0.0000

0.0024

2,563

Baseline

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0042

2,361

–Watercraft

100

0.0000

0.0000

0.0018

2,622

–Warm-water loss

100

0.0000

0.0000

0.0026

2,615

–Red tide

100

0.0000

0.0000

0.0008

2,515

–Water control structures

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0044

2,373

–Marine debris

100

0.0000

0.0002

0.0050

2,371

Baseline

150

0.0002

0.0008

0.0098

2,248

–Watercraft

150

0.0000

0.0000

0.0026

2,542

–Warm-water loss

150

0.0002

0.0002

0.0030

2,602

–Red tide

150

0.0000

0.0000

0.0022

2,412

–Water control structures

150

0.0002

0.0006

0.0094

2,261

–Marine debris

150

0.0002

0.0006

0.0092

2,259

of both threats occurs in the bottom left corner (probability of
quasi-extinction, 0.14 percent). The contour plot reveals that
there are multiple management paths to the same outcome.
For example, if the desire were to reduce the probability of
quasi-extinction to 0.40 percent, this could be achieved in a
number of ways: by removing 20 percent of the warm-water
threat but not addressing the watercraft threat, by removing
about 55 percent of the watercraft threat but not addressing the
warm-water threat, or by any combination of the threats that
fall along the 0.004 contour line (fig. 16).

Potential Emerging Threats
The scenarios that represented potential emerging threats
take into consideration increases to existing threats, appearance of new threats, and multiple threats increasing at the
same time. All results are compared to the baseline scenario.

Frequency of Cold-Related Mortality
Three of the four hypotheses advanced to explain the cold
mortality events of 2009–10 and 2010–11 forecast relatively
similar EMPs and risks of quasi-extinction. For hypothesis 1,
the baseline scenario, which uses historical frequencies of
cold, the probability of falling below 500 adults on either
coast within 100 years is 0.42 percent, and the EMP is 2,361.
If the frequencies of cold and severe cold are elevated to 20.5
and 11.4 percent, respectively, as in hypothesis 4, the quasiextinction probability rises slightly to 0.58 percent, and the
EMP drops to 2,296 (table 6). If we force exposure to backto-back severely cold years at the beginning of each simulated
replicate, as in hypothesis 3, the quasi-extinction probability is
0.72 percent, and the EMP is 1,924, which are relatively similar to the baseline (table 6). Hypothesis 2, which posits that
the back-to-back cold events are an indicator that the regional
populations have reached carrying capacity, stands out. Under
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Table 5. Probability of adult Florida manatee population declines
of 10, 30, or 50 percent at 100 years from 2011 compared to the
2011 adult population size, by state, coast, and region.

Probability of decline at 100 years

0.009

Probability of quasi−extinction

[For each of the 5,000 replicates in the baseline scenario, the adult breeding
population size at year 100 was compared to the initial population size, then
the fraction of replicates that showed a decline of at least 10, 30, or 50 percent
was calculated. The Gulf coast consists of the Northwest and Southwest
regions; the East coast consists of the Atlantic and Upper St. Johns regions.
The calculation for “either coast” tallies the number of replicates in which
either the Gulf coast population or the East coast population declined by the
relevant magnitude. ≥, greater than or equal to]

0.010

0.004
0.003
0.002
0.001

Statewide

0.0490

0.0150

0.0014

0.000

Gulf coast

0.0882

0.0440

0.0142

East coast

0.2134

0.1192

0.0386

Either coast

0.2808

0.1590

0.0520
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0.0020
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Figure 15. Probability of the adult population of Florida manatees
falling below 500 animals (quasi-extinction) on either the Gulf or
East coast of Florida within 100 years from 2011 as a function of
the level of loss of warm-water capacity with and without removal
of the watercraft threat.
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Figure 14. Probability of the adult population of Florida manatees
falling below 500 animals (quasi-extinction) on either the Gulf or
the East coast of Florida within 100 years from 2011 as a function
of watercraft-related mortality. The level of the watercraft threat
is expressed on a scale proportional to the baseline level.

Figure 16. Probability of the adult population of Florida manatees
falling below 500 animals on either the Gulf or the East coast of
Florida within 150 years from 2011 as a function of the two primary
threats, watercraft-related mortality and warm-water loss. The
axes are expressed as the ratio of the particular threat level to
the baseline level; the contours mark the probabilities of quasiextinction. The baseline conditions occur in the upper-right corner
of the graph.
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Table 6. Probability of the adult Florida manatee population on either the Gulf coast or the East coast of Florida falling below 100, 250,
or 500 animals in 100 years from 2011, using the emerging threats scenarios.
[These scenarios consider a series of hypotheses for potential emerging threats. Note that cold-hypothesis 1 is the same as the baseline scenario. Because only
5,000 replicates were run, where the estimate is 0, this should be understood as less than 0.0002. The expected minimum population (EMP) size for each scenario is calculated by finding the minimum total population size of each simulated replicate on either coast over 100 years, then taking the mean value over all
replicates]

Scenario or hypothesis
Baseline

Quasi-extinction threshold

Years
100

EMP

100

250

500

0.0000

0.0004

0.0042

2,361

Cold hypotheses
2: density-dependent mortality

100

0.0002

0.0052

0.0818

1,200

3: back-to-back severe cold

100

0.0000

0.0010

0.0072

1,924

4: elevated frequency of cold

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0058

2,296

Red-tide hypotheses
1: 2-class, historical

100

0.0000

0.0000

0.0026

2,470

2: 3-class, historical

100

0.0000

0.0000

0.0010

2,463

3: 2-class, expert-elicited

100

0.0000

0.0002

0.0040

2,435

4: 3-class, expert-elicited

100

0.0000

0.0006

0.0060

2,326

Other emerging threat scenarios
Chronic Atlantic mortality (2 percent)

100

0.0000

0.0008

0.0178

1,992

Multiple emerging threats

100

0.0006

0.0056

0.0600

1,574

hypothesis 2, the estimates of the initial statewide carrying capacity (high- and medium-quality combined) change
markedly (fig. 17) from a median of 16,363 (80-percent CI,
10,719–27,378) under the baseline to 6,155 (80-percent CI,
5,213–6,917) under hypothesis 2. With such a small initial carrying capacity, the probability of quasi-extinction increases to
8.18 percent, and the EMP drops to 1,200 (table 6).

Frequency of Red Tide Events
The alternative hypotheses about the future occurrence
of red-tide manatee mortality produce small differences in
the probability of quasi-extinction and EMP (table 6). The
two hypotheses that assume elevated frequencies of red-tide
mortality in the future (expert-elicited hypotheses 3 and 4)
produce higher probabilities of quasi-extinction and lower
EMPs than the hypotheses that assume historical frequencies of red-tide mortality (table 6). The 2-class and 3-class
historical hypotheses also differ. For hypothesis 4, the 3-class
expert-elicited, elevated frequency hypothesis, the probability
of falling below 500 adults on either coast within 100 years is
0.60 percent, and the EMP over 100 years is 2,326 (table 6).
Note that the baseline scenario is a weighted mixture of
hypotheses 3 and 4, and the quasi-extinction and EMP results

of the baseline scenario are intermediate between those of the
two component hypotheses.
The effects of the red-tide hypotheses largely arise
from effects in the SW region, with a minor contribution
from effects in the AT region (fig. 18). Contrasting red-tide
hypotheses 1 and 4, the increased frequency and inclusion of
three classes of red-tide years raises the probability of quasiextinction considerably in the SW region, somewhat in the AT
region, and hardly at all in the NW region. The model has no
red-tide effects in the USJ region. Note that the higher probabilities of quasi-extinction for a given threshold shown for
the NW and USJ regions are largely a result of their smaller
starting population sizes; the probability must be 1.0 when the
threshold level exceeds the initial population size.

Chronic Atlantic Mortality
In this scenario, a chronic annual additional mortality
of 2 percent was applied to all stage classes in the AT region,
regardless of density. Compared to the baseline scenario, the
probability of falling below 500 adults on either coast within
100 years quadrupled, rising from 0.42 percent to 1.78 percent, and the expected minimum population size on either
coast over 100 years dropped from 2,361 to 1,992 (table 6).
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Figure 17. Warm-water carrying capacity for Florida manatees in 2011, high- and medium-quality capacities combined across four
regions of Florida, under two hypotheses for the 2009–11 cold-related mortality events: A, baseline hypothesis and B, density-dependent
cold-related mortality hypothesis.

Multiple Emerging Threats in Combination
In the final emerging threats scenario, many threats were
increased in combination (see “Potential Emerging Threats”
in the “Methods” section). Compared to the baseline scenario, the probability of falling below 500 adults on either
coast within 100 years rose about 14-fold from 0.42 percent
to 6.0 percent, and the expected minimum population size on
either coast over 100 years dropped by about one-third from
2,361 to 1,574 (table 6).

Sensitivity Analysis
The sensitivity of EMP and the risk of quasi-extinction
to two elements of the CBM were tested, one representing
parametric uncertainty about the long-term loss of carrying
capacity at springs and one representing structural uncertainty

about the behavioral rules manatees use to distribute among
warm-water sites.

Spring Flow
Uncertainty in the long-term change in warm-water carrying capacity at springs had a small effect on the EMP and
probability of quasi-extinction. In the baseline scenario, the
mean change in warm-water capacity in high- and mediumquality natural sites was –27 percent. The probability of
falling below 500 adults on either coast within 100 years was
0.42 percent, and the expected minimum population size on
either coast over 100 years was 2,361. These measures of
risk improved as the spring capacity change was set at higher
values; the EMP, the more sensitive of the two measures,
increased to 2,479 when the spring capacity change improved
to +10 percent (table 7). In the worst case examined, with
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Figure 18. Probability of the adult population of Florida manatees falling below a quasi-extinction threshold within 150 years from 2011
as a function of the threshold under two hypotheses about the future frequency of red-tide mortality events in four regions of Florida. For
hypothesis 1, red-tide events were assumed to occur in the future with the same frequency as in the past, and two classes of red-tide
years were assumed. For hypothesis 4, an elevated frequency of red tide, as estimated by an expert panel, was assumed in the future,
and three classes of red-tide years were assumed. Note that no red-tide mortality is expected to occur in the Upper St. Johns region.

Table 7. Sensitivity of probability of Florida manatee quasi-extinction and expected minimum population size to uncertainty in the longterm change in warm-water carrying capacity provided by springs on the Gulf coast or East coast of Florida.
[The values shown are the probability of the adult population on either the Gulf coast or the East coast falling below the specified threshold at any point in the
first 100 years of the simulation. In the scenarios for this sensitivity analysis, the long-term change in carrying capacity at high-quality and medium-quality
natural warm-water sites was set at a fixed value, rather than sampling from a distribution (as in the baseline scenario). EMP, expected minimum population size;
%, percent]

Scenario

Years

Quasi-extinction threshold
100

250

500

EMP

Spring capacity –50%

100

0.0000

0.0002

0.0084

2,229

Baseline (mean –27%)

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0042

2,361

Spring capacity –20%

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0044

2,394

Spring capacity –10%

100

0.0000

0.0002

0.0042

2,429

Spring capacity +10%

100

0.0000

0.0002

0.0036

2,479
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the spring capacity loss fixed at 50 percent, the probability
of quasi-extinction doubled to 0.84 percent, and the EMP
dropped to 2,229 (table 7).

Behavioral Distribution Rules
There were no discernible differences among the three
behavioral distribution rules used to allocate manatees to the
various quality classes of warm-water habitat in their effects
on the EMP or the risk of quasi-extinction (table 8).

Discussion
The manatee Core Biological Model forecasts the
population dynamics of the Florida manatee in four regions,
integrating current information about life history, incorporating uncertainty in parameter estimates, and applying both
environmental and demographic stochasticity. The results in
this report represent a comprehensive update to the CBM and
provide a framework to assess the current status of manatees,
understand the relative effects of the threats manatees face,
evaluate concerns around potentially emerging threats, and
respond to critiques of past versions of the CBM.

Baseline Status
The baseline scenario represents our collective judgment
about the threats manatees will face over the next century,
given the best available scientific and commercial information.
The results of the baseline scenario do not represent a continuation of the dynamics of the past several decades; that is, the
results are not simply a forecast based on historical conditions. Rather, the baseline scenario incorporated each of the
factors affecting manatee population dynamics and included
estimates of how those factors will change over time. In some

cases, the historical estimates form the basis for the forecast,
such as with the baseline annual survival and reproductive
rates and their temporal variance. The baseline scenario does
assume that current protection and mitigation programs (for
example, boat speed zones, rescue and rehabilitation of injured
manatees) remain in place indefinitely. The frequency and
magnitude of cold events are expected to remain the same,
but for most other factors, change over time is expected. Most
notably, carrying capacity associated with warm-water habitat
is expected to decline, especially over the next half century
(2011‒60) as power plants with their warm-water effluent
are retired and spring flows are reduced. Red-tide events that
affect manatees are expected to increase in frequency and
possibly severity. The manatee population size is expected to
increase; when the population approaches the carrying capacity, we expect more frequent density-dependent cold-related
mortality events, as well as declining reproduction.
For evaluating the status of Florida manatees under the
ESA, we continue to support the use of a quasi-extinction
metric (Runge and others, 2007b); in particular, we propose
that the most appropriate single metric is the probability of
the population falling below 500 adults on either the Gulf or
the East coast over 100 years. First, an extinction risk metric
follows directly from the statutory language for classification;
an endangered species is one which is “in danger of extinction
throughout all or a significant portion of its range” (16 U.S.C.
§1532(6)). Second, manatees on the two coasts of Florida
show weak but statistically significant genetic differentiation
(Tucker and others, 2012), and each population represents
roughly one-half of the current population size. This suggests
to us that loss of one of the coastal populations might constitute extinction in a “significant portion of the range,” supporting use of a metric that considers loss on either coast. Third,
a combination of arguments leads us to propose 500 adults as
a relevant quasi-extinction threshold. In 2007, we argued that
an effective population size of 250 was a relevant threshold
and equated effective population size with adult breeding

Table 8. Sensitivity of probability of Florida manatee quasi-extinction and expected minimum population size to uncertainty about the
behavioral rules used by manatees to distribute among warm-water sites on the Gulf coast or East coast of Florida.
[The values shown are the probability of the adult population on either the Gulf coast or the East coast falling below the specified threshold at any point in the
first 100 years of the simulation. In the scenarios for this sensitivity analysis, different behavioral rules for distributing manatees among warm-water sites are
considered. The baseline uses a weighted average of the three rules. EMP, expected minimum population size]

Scenario

Years

Quasi-extinction threshold
100

250

500

EMP

Baseline

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0042

2,361

Thermal quality selection

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0048

2,367

Ecological trap

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0044

2,374

Historical

100

0.0000

0.0004

0.0046

2,360
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population size (Runge and others, 2007b). Subsequent
genetic work indicates that the ratio of the effective population size to the adult population size in Florida manatees is
approximately 0.5 (Tucker and others, 2012); doubling the
threshold to 500 adults accounts for this effect. Finally, there
appears to be a growing consensus that the objectives of the
ESA relate to outcomes on a time scale approaching a century,
particularly for large mammals (DeMaster and others, 2004;
Regan and others, 2013).
Our estimate of the probability of the Florida manatee
population size falling below 500 adults on either the Gulf
or the East coast within 100 years is 0.42 percent (table 4).
This is the same as the estimate from CBMv5 (Runge and
others, 2015), but it’s considerably lower than the estimate
of 49.3 percent from CBMv3 (Runge and others, 2007b).
Much has changed in the CBMs between versions 3 and 6;
three factors contribute the most to the differences. First, the
estimates of adult survival are now higher and more precise
owing to substantial improvements in the MIPS database and
the methods used to analyze survival (Langtimm and others,
2016). Second, the estimates of carrying capacity are considerably higher than they were in CBMv3 as a result of a carefully
structured expert judgment process (M.C. Runge, USGS and
C.J. Deutsch, FWRI, written commun., 2017) informed by
empirical estimates of capacity at selected warm-water sites
(Provancha and others, 2012). Third, the initial population size
estimates are higher now than in 2007 as a result of increases
in the population size and improved methods for estimating
abundance (Martin and others, 2015). Thus, the reduction
in the estimate of the risk of quasi-extinction is primarily a
reflection of increased understanding of the status of the population rather than an actual improvement in the status of the
population, although there are some elements of the latter.
As in previous versions of the CBM, the results forecast
a substantial change in the distribution of manatees among
regions with long-term declines in the SW and AT regions and
substantial long-term increases in the NW and USJ regions
(fig. 10). This distributional shift was largely driven by the
loss of industrial warm water (fig. 7), a result predicted in
a qualitative manner by Laist and Reynolds (2005b). Thus,
the coastal metrics of quasi-extinction or EMP mask higher
regional risks of decline. These risks are particularly notable
for the two largest management units, where probabilities of
30-percent and 50-percent declines over 100 years are relatively high in the AT (about 0.50 and 0.37, respectively) and
the SW (about 0.46 and 0.29, respectively) (table 5).
The spatial scale at which assessment is relevant is a
policy determination, not a scientific determination, and may
differ among policy contexts. The Federal recovery plan for
the Florida manatee included a set of population benchmarks
that had to be met in each of the four regions prior to reclassification (U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2001); since 2001,
the focus has shifted to the coastal, statewide, or species level
(U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 2007, 2016). For this study,
results are reported at the regional, coastal, and subspecies
scales, but it is up to policy makers to determine which of

those is most appropriate for a particular policy or management decision.
The CBM generates metrics of projected population
change that can be applied to IUCN Red List criteria for level
of endangerment (IUCN, 2012). Evaluation of manatee status
against these criteria is beyond the scope of this study, but
estimates of the probability of future population reduction
(Criterion A) are worth reporting here. The CBM predicts a
statewide reduction in the adult population over three generations (60 years) of greater than or equal to (≥)10 percent with
probability 0.015; ≥30 percent with probability 0.003; and
≥50 percent with probability <0.001. These probabilities are
slightly higher over a 100-year time period (table 5). More
notably, the chances of decline on either coast over 100 years
are substantially higher: ≥10 percent with probability about
0.28, ≥30 percent with probability about 0.16, and ≥50 percent
with probability about 0.05 (table 5). We estimate that the risk
of major population decline is very low at the statewide (subspecies) level, moderate at the coastal level, and high at the
regional level for the two currently largest management units.
This seeming paradox stems from the fact that one regional
population is expected to decline and one to increase on each
coast (fig. 10).

Analysis of Threats
In previous analyses, watercraft-related mortality and
loss of warm-water habitat were the first- and second-ranked
threats (Runge and others, 2007b; Runge and others, 2015), as
measured by the degree to which removal of the threats reduce
the risk of quasi-extinction. In this update, we found that
the threat owing to red-tide mortality is now ranked first, as
measured by the risk of quasi-extinction, although watercraft
and warm-water loss retain their primacy as measured by the
EMP (table 4, fig. 13). The strength of red tide as a threat has
changed because results of a new expert judgment process predict that red-tide mortality events will become more frequent
in the future and that a separate class of red-tide event (intense
red tide) may be appearing more often (Julien Martin, USGS,
written commun., 2017).
Although the threats presented by red tide, watercraft,
and loss of warm water are all relatively strong, they are not
absolutely strong because the baseline probability of quasiextinction is low. The situation changes, however, when the
possibility of an increase in those threats is considered. In
particular, if the rate of watercraft-related mortality were to
double, the risk of quasi-extinction would increase more than
10 fold (fig. 14). Because red-tide mortality acts by a mechanism similar to that of watercraft-related mortality, a doubling
of the red-tide mortality rate is expected to have a similarly
strong effect. Acceleration of loss of capacity at warm-water
sites did not show a similarly strong effect on the risk of
quasi-extinction (fig. 15) because the warm-water-loss threat
acts through a different mechanism (carrying capacity) than
watercraft and red tide (mortality), affecting the buffering of
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the population dynamics but not the resilience (Runge and others, 2007b). The cautionary take-home point is that, although
the absolute strength of the current threats is low, increases in
those threats, especially the ones that affect adult survival (and
hence, resilience), could be of concern.
One noteworthy assumption incorporated into the CBM
is that manatees using warm water from a power plant that
shuts down will be able to find a warm-water refuge of like
type (that is, medium-quality industrial) within that region as
long as the remaining carrying capacity exceeds the number
of manatees using that type of warm-water habitat. In some
cases, that is a reasonable assumption; in other cases (for
example, an unmitigated loss of warm-water from one of the
larger power plants), it is unlikely that all manatees would
migrate to warm-water habitat within the region, likely resulting in additional cold-related mortality that is not captured in
the model (Laist and Reynolds, 2005b). The CBM, however,
was not designed to model such transient effects on mortality (although it does capture the permanent effect on carrying
capacity); as long as population growth remains positive, the
population should be able to rebound from these mortality
events over the long term.

Implications of Recent Cold Mortality Events
As yet, a full understanding of the cold-mortality events
of 2009–10 and 2010–11 is lacking, in part because the annual
survival rates for those years are not yet estimable in all
regions. But even when those estimates are available, the difficulty of forecasting what they mean for the future remains.
An evaluation of four hypotheses about what those events
may indicate for the future produced only one explanation
with alarming implications. If the reason the number of coldrelated mortalities was so high in those two winters is that
the manatee populations have reached their carrying capacities and animals were forced out of good warm-water habitat
during a severely cold winter, then the carrying capacities are
much lower than we think, and the risk of quasi-extinction is
correspondingly higher. This hypothesis flies in the face of the
judgment by the expert panel that considered regional availability of warm-water habitat (M.C. Runge, USGS and C.J.
Deutsch, FWRI, written commun., 2017); it also contradicts
site-specific assessments of carrying capacity (Provancha and
others, 2012). Thus, this hypothesis does not seem plausible
enough to consider it part of the baseline, but it needs to be
considered a candidate, along with the other three hypotheses,
to be examined against new data that arise.

Implications of Recent Red-Tide Mortality
Events
The panel of red-tide experts anticipated that red-tide
events causing manatee mortality will become more frequent
in the future and supported the idea that a separate class of
intense red-tide events is possible (Julien Martin, USGS,

written commun., 2017). This implies a pessimistic interpretation of the 2013 red-tide mortality in the SW—that it is a
harbinger of both more intense and more frequent events in the
future. On the basis of the judgment of the expert panel, these
effects were included in the baseline scenario of CBMv6 while
also accounting for a large degree of uncertainty. The effect
of the increased frequency and intensity of red-tide mortality
is most pronounced in the SW region (fig. 18) where it acts in
concert with the decreasing carrying capacity (fig. 7) to raise
the possibility of regional quasi-extinction. The effect of this
risk in the SW region, however, is countered by the expected
growth of the NW region, so the Gulf coast and statewide
probabilities of quasi-extinction remain relatively low (fig.
11). The expert panel did expect some increases in red-tide
events in the NW and AT regions, but the effect on those
regions is not as strong as for the SW (fig. 18). Taken together,
these results indicate that the red-tide mortality may accelerate
the change in the population distribution toward the NW and
USJ regions but does not pose a major risk of extinction to the
subspecies as a whole, unless it spreads more aggressively into
the NW and AT regions than the expert panel anticipates.

Public Comments on Previous Assessments
The Florida manatee population viability assessments
conducted in the past with the CBM have been scrutinized
carefully by experts and members of the public. Most recently,
when the FWS issued a draft rule for reclassifying West
Indian manatees from endangered to threatened (U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, 2016), a public comment period was opened.
Some of the public comments addressed the results from
CBMv5 (Runge and others, 2015). Here, we respond to some
of those comments.
Current threats remain constant. A number of observers
raised concern that the CBM assumed “that the various threats
operate at their current levels indefinitely” (Runge and others,
2015, p. 20). We were imprecise in our statement at the time;
CBMv5 did include loss of warm-water habitat over time, as
well as an increase in cold-related mortality as populations
reached their carrying capacities. To address these dynamics,
this update (CBMv6) adds to the baseline changes in red-tide
frequency and intensity in the periods 0–40 and 41–100 years
from the start of the simulations (2011). In addition, we have
explored scenarios in which watercraft-related mortality
increases, industrial warm-water loss is accelerated, carrying capacity at springs is reduced more than anticipated, the
frequency of cold increases, and chronic mortality emerges in
the AT region. We have offered our assessments of the likelihood of these events in our choice of the baseline scenario, but
the full results are available for the reader to examine. We do
make an important assumption, however, that existing protections and regulations (for example, speed restriction zones)
will continue in the future.
Some threats are not addressed. A number of readers of
the CBMv5 assessment noted that there were other potential
threats that were not included, like seagrass loss, algal blooms,
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and other unusual mortality events of unknown cause. It is true
that no model can fully represent the complexity of the natural
world, so no PVA will be able to incorporate all possible
events that a population could experience. We have endeavored to include and examine all the threats that are documented or for which a mechanism has been clearly articulated,
and there are a couple of features of the model that cover less
specific threats (the catastrophic stochasticity owing to emerging disease, the potential for chronic mortality). Threats that
fall in the category of “unknown unknowns” are difficult to
include, however, as they are, by their nature, unanticipated.
Omission of sublethal and synergistic effects. One
detailed comment on the proposed rule raised concern about
the omission of sublethal effects in the CBM and the possibility that multiple stressors could interact to produce synergistic
(and negative) consequences. To the extent that those dynamics are already acting, they are embedded within the estimates
of survival and reproduction and are implicitly included
in the model. If, however, the implication is that sublethal
effects have not yet reached the point where they are affecting
survival and reproductive rates but will do so in the future, we
acknowledge the CBM does not yet take that possibility into
account, except through the increases in frequency of red tide
and cold. The difficulty is postulating a specific mechanism by
which the sublethal or synergistic effects could act on life-history parameters, then estimating those effects. Several studies
have shown sublethal effects of cold and red-tide exposure
on manatee immune function (Walsh and others, 2005, 2015;
Sherwood and others, 2015), but the connection between the
immune response and subsequent survival or reproductive
effects is not yet known. We could postulate mechanisms to
include in a model (for instance, reduced survival or reproductive rates in the year following a major red-tide event or
interactive effects between red-tide and cold-related mortality)
but have not yet included such mechanisms in the CBM.

Core Biological Model Developments
This comprehensive revision of the CBM added a number
of detailed dynamics that previous versions had been missing,
bringing it to a level of functionality and flexibility that allows
for a host of questions to be addressed. As a result, the promising areas of future development revolve around generating
hypotheses from the model that can be examined in nature
to answer fundamental questions about manatee population
ecology.
Density-dependent population regulation. The CBM
contains two mechanisms for regulating population growth:
density-dependent mortality associated with cold events, as
affected by the distribution of animals among warm-water
sites of different quality, and density-dependent reduction
in reproductive rates. In a series of error-checking scenarios
conducted during the development of CBMv6, we discovered
that the density-dependent mortality mechanism alone (as

implemented in the model) is not enough to regulate the population, but the density-dependent reproduction mechanism is.
This was somewhat surprising because the common wisdom
is that warm-water habitat, through exposure to cold mortality,
is the limiting resource for Florida manatees. This finding of
insufficient density-dependent mortality may stem from bias
in the estimates of additional cold mortality in low-quality
warm-water habitat (from the fractions-of-mortality analysis)
because relatively few of the carcasses in this habitat class
were from north Florida where water temperatures commonly
drop below the manatee’s physiological tolerance. If manatees
were forced to rely only on low-quality habitat throughout
the winter, we would expect cold mortality to be higher than
estimated (fig. 6) for manatees in the two northern regions
(NW, USJ) and the northern portions of the other two regions
(for example, SW north of Sarasota, Fla.; AT north of Sebastian). On the other hand, in long-lived mammals, we might
expect the adult survival rates to be fairly robust to environmental forces and the reproductive rates to be the mechanism
by which density dependence acts. This is a fruitful area for
generating testable hypotheses about density dependence in
manatee populations and for designing experiments or monitoring to evaluate these hypotheses.
Sublethal and synergistic effects. As discussed above, the
CBM (CBMv6) does not yet have explicit mechanisms for
sublethal or synergistic effects. We are interested in exploring
demographic mechanisms by which these effects may manifest in survival or reproductive rates and using a future version
of the CBM to generate hypotheses that could be tested in the
field.
Effects of climate change. The examination of the
hypotheses about cold-related mortality left open an interesting question: What do the climate models forecast regarding
the frequency and intensity of cold in Florida? Work is underway to couple downscaled climate forecasts with the CBM to
explore this question. Beyond the effects of cold, a large set of
potential effects of climate change could be examined, including changes in the frequency and severity of algal blooms,
changes in the frequency and intensity of storms, sea-level
rise (and associated changes to warm-water and foraging
habitats), effects on seagrass, and changes in disease dynamics
(Edwards, 2013). Discussions about how to incorporate such
effects into the CBM have only just begun.
Continued improvements to parameter estimation.
Building on the quality and duration of the MIPS and carcass
data series, as well as other advances in data collection, new
analytical methods for estimating population demographic
parameters have been developed for manatee assessment that
have been valuable far beyond the manatee world. We expect
such work to continue and look forward to continued advances
in survival and reproductive estimation, Bayesian hierarchical
estimation of mortality fractions, empirical estimation of carrying capacity, and empirical methods for forecasting cold, red
tide, and changes in carrying capacity.
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Summary and Conclusions
This report describes a comprehensive revision and
update of the manatee Core Biological Model (CBM), undertaken by the U.S. Geological Survey and the Florida Fish
and Wildlife Conservation Commission to evaluate the status
of, and severity of threats to, Trichechus manatus latirostris
(Florida manatee). This work builds on previous versions of
the CBM, extending the capability of the model to incorporate
more detailed population dynamics and to address more specific questions about certain threats while updating all of the
parameter estimates that underlie the forecasts.
A baseline-and-scenarios approach to evaluation was
used, with the baseline scenario representing the best single
summary of the available information about the status of
the subspecies and the threats it faces over the next century
and additional scenarios providing insight about the nature
and strength of the threats. Under the baseline scenario, the
probability of the Florida manatee population falling below
a quasi-extinction level of 500 adults on either the Gulf or
East coast of Florida within the next 100 years from 2011
was estimated to be 0.42 percent. This risk is low because the
estimated adult survival rates are high (>0.97), the current
population size is greater than 2,500 on each coast, and the
estimated carrying capacity for manatees is much larger than
the current abundance estimates in all four regions of Florida.
Expected losses of warm-water habitat are likely to cause a
major change in the distribution of the population from the
regions where manatees rely heavily on power-plant effluents
for warmth in winter (Southwest and Atlantic regions) to the
regions where manatees primarily use natural springs in winter
(Northwest and Upper St. Johns regions). The probabilities
that the manatee populations in the Southwest and Atlantic
regions will decrease by at least 30 percent over the next
century are 46 percent and 50 percent, respectively. Thus, the
relatively low probabilities of quasi-extinction at the coastal
scale mask higher risks of decline at the regional level.
A series of scenarios that removed or increased the existing threats was used to evaluate the strength of those threats.
Three threats contribute in roughly equal measures to the
risk of quasi-extinction: watercraft-related mortality, red-tide
mortality, and loss of warm-water habitat. Only an increase in
watercraft-related mortality has the potential to substantially
increase the risk of dropping below 500 adults on either coast
in 100 years, from 0.42 percent under the baseline to nearly
4 percent if the rate of watercraft-related mortality were to
double. Accelerated loss of industrial warm-water effluent, on
the other hand, does not increase the same risk of quasi-extinction above 1 percent.

One of the goals of this analysis was to explore a series
of hypotheses for the recent unprecedented manatee mortality events, including the cold-induced mortality events of
2009–10 and 2010–11 and the red-tide mortality event of
2013. One of the hypotheses about the cold events stands out:
if winter carrying capacity has been reached, then a densitydependent mechanism likely underlies the observed coldrelated mortality; this would mean there is less capacity to buffer the population from future threats and the corresponding
estimates of quasi-extinction would be nearly 20-fold higher
than baseline. This hypothesis does not align with the results
of an expert panel convened to review and estimate manatee
carrying capacity, but it could gain more credence if future
cold events consistently induce mortality like the 2009–10
and 2010–11 events. Among the red-tide hypotheses, the ones
that forecast a future increase in the frequency and magnitude
of manatee red-tide mortality were included in the baseline
results. The increases in red-tide mortality have the strongest
negative effect in the Southwest region, but this effect is balanced by the forecast growth in the Northwest region, so the
threat is not large at the coastal level.
A number of other scenarios were examined to explore
the possible effects of potential emerging threats, and in most
of them, the risk of quasi-extinction at the coastal scale within
100 years did not rise above 1 percent. The three exceptions
are scenarios in which carrying capacity is only a fraction
of the current estimates, a new chronic source of mortality
emerges, or multiple threats emerge in concert. Even in these
scenarios, however, the risk of coastal quasi-extinction within
100 years is less than 10 percent using a threshold of 500
adults and less than 1 percent using a threshold of 250 adults.
The long-term data and analytical methods that form the
foundation of the CBM have improved over time and, with
continued support for population research and monitoring, we
expect that evolution to continue. The scientific and management questions that guide the structure of the CBM have
likewise evolved since its inception as our knowledge and
insights have improved. The CBM will continue to be updated
in response to new information and questions. Future developments may include the exploration of density-dependent
mechanisms, synergistic effects, and climate-change effects.
High adult survival provides the Florida manatee population with strong resilience to a variety of current and future
threats, and a large estimated carrying capacity provides a
buffer to short-term reductions in the population from episodic
threats. If vigilance in management is reduced, the scenarios
in which manatees could face risk of decline become more
likely. But on the basis of these analyses, we conclude that, if
the threats that manatees face continue to be managed effectively, manatees are likely to persist on both coasts of Florida
and remain an integral part of the coastal Florida ecosystem
through the 21st century.
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